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Editor's Notes

The norida shell show circuit is in

full swing with Sanibel, Treasure Coast

and others still to come. We hope to

get some reports and pictures soon. If

anyone has information, please send us

a copy.

We are delighted to publicize natural

history group meetings and shows.

Well over 4,000 people read one or

more of our publications — many of

them will also be interested in what

your group is doing. Don't forget that

shell people do a lot oftravelling— they

may just be in your area when the next

event takes place - they may even plan

their trip to be in your area!
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During 1986, we saw people from
Europe, Australia, and across the U.S.

here in Northern California. Do plan

to stop if you are heading our way this

year., We appreciate advance notice

but would not want to miss you even

with no notice.

This year's Annual Meeting of the

Western Society of Malacologists will

be in Sonoma, California, July 17-21st.

Tlic area is about 4 hours drive from
Bayside. Those of you intersted in

molluscan literature should try to stop

by The Bayside Press either before or

after the meetings.

Finally, let us know where you are

travelling this year. Two good
happenings often result: 1) other

readers often offer assistance or

information about their area; 2) you

may be able to help another researcher

who is desperate for specimens or data

from the area you may visit. We will

put a note in S&SL on where and

approximatelywhen you are visiting so

that others may contact you directly.

Happy trails!



UNDERWATER SEARCH
FOR A LOST SETTLEMENT p4
The first permanent settlement on the island of Grenada

in the Caribbean was named Port St, Louis, and was
established by the French in 1650 on a land spit near a

major bay. The French built huts and brought a large

wooden building from Martinique, which they surrounded
with a stockade and two cannons. Carib Indians attacked

the fort several times, but were fought off.

In 1700 a Dominican priest, Pere Labat, visited Grenada
for five days. He stated that the fort at Port St. Louis was
being abandoned in favor of a new town across the bay,

named Fort Royal. It was renamed Fort Georges by the

British in 1763, and is the present location of Grenada's

capitol, St. George's.

In 1706 Mon. de Caylus, engineer general of the French
islands, drafted a map (reproduced here) showing the

harbor, the new fort and town, and the location of the

abandoned Port St. Louis town.

Until the mid- 1800s, maps and photos pictured. Port St.

Louis, but an 1885 photo shows the sand spit underwater.

No records were ever kept that documented when the land

actually submerged.

Today the location of Port St, Louis is under one and
one-half to six feet of water near the entrance of a yacht

harbor. A narrow channel was dredged through the spit in

1960, but because the dredging was through what used to

be a natural lagoon overflow channel, it probably did not

impact the site. According to local knowledge, any remains

of Port St. Louis should be located on the sunken sand bar,

which has become a partial coral reef.
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English version of a French map of St .George's made in I706.
Note "Ancient Town Abandond" with outlines of buildings on
spit of land which is now underwater.
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Nautical chart of St.George's Harbor used by ships today. Note
the area of the marine archaeology site of this project is
now under 1 to 1/4 fathoms of water (6 to 1 1/2 feet).
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The team will work in the shallow waters across from St.

George's on Grenada. A floating platform on barrels will

be anchored over the sand bar/ coral reef, and will hold air

compressors for hookah diving and a freshwater wash.

Volunteer divers will lay out a grid system underwater,

which will help to map finds and the town's location. A
rotating team, or non-divers, will operate equipment on
the floating platform. The purpose of the 1988 project will

be to conduct an underwater survey of Port St. Louis;

excavation will take place once this initial work is done..

The team of volunteer assistants is needed August 13-27,

1988 to undertake the underwater survey of Port St. Louis.

Each volunteer will be asked to make a tax-deductible

contribution of $1100 to the research, which will cover

meals, lodging and diving expenses, as well as the costs of

mobilizing the expedition.

The Foundation for Field Research, a non-profit

organization based in Alpine, Calif., is recruiting

volunteers for this expedition. No prior research

experience is necessary, although divers must be certified.

For more information, call (619) 445-9264, or write:

Foundation for Field Research, 787 S. Grade Rd., Alpine,

CA 92001.
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On the Tongan Reefs
Neiafu, Vava'u Island, Kingdom of Tonga.
Bob Purtymun

021086 Dive #1; 18.413S 174.01.4W

Scuba 7-20 feet. 122 minutes. In the

channel between Mala and Kapa
Islands.

The whole group met at the

breakfast table each morning. It was

here that wc discussed the itinerary for

the day. Now most people are not

quite as gung-ho divers as Wes
[Thorson] and I. We usually dive

every day the whole trip and as many
dives as we can get in each day. Not
so with this group. They decided to

spend this day on tlie beach. Souvenir

hunting, picture taking, checking out

the town, and a rest-up. That left

Wes and I on our own. David

McLean, our local shelling contact,

suggested that we, (Wes & I), take the

skiff for our day of diving. Popiano,

the deck hand from the big boat, could

take us out and watch the skiff while

we were shelling. That sounded great

to us. We wanted to check-out

another area off Mala Island where

David had found some Fusinus colus

Linnaeus, 1758)

The ride out to the dive site was very

pleasant. The water was glassy calm

and the lush green tropical foliage

along the channel sparkled in the

morning sunlight. White sea birds

wheeled back and forth in front of the

boat, dropping abruptly to pick an

unluck fish out of the water.

Conus Imperlalls LJnn§, 1758

Popiano anchored the boat fairly

close to Mala Island. It was on the

edge of the main ship channel where

thewater drops off to 25 fathoms. On
one side of the boat the vrater was

about 3m deep, but the water on the

other side was a bottomless deep blue.

Our plan was to swim aft of the boat

and make a half circle in the shallow

water, returning to thebow of the boat.

This was where David said we would

find F. colus. I didn't find any, but

Wes did.

The bottom was a hard coral

substrate, with a thin dusting of silty

sand. There were scattered dead

coral slabs, a few clusters of antler

coral and and occasional live coral

head. A few green weedy patches

where the sand was deepest added a

little color.

8 S&SL 20(2)



This type of area is not photographic,

so I had not brought my camera, a fact

which I was to regret. About halfway

through the dive I came upon a large

school? pod? cove? herd? or swarm?

of starfish. There must have been 500

to 600. Thqr were in clumps of 3 to

10, piled haphazardly on each other.

Each starfishwas 10 to 12 inches across

and puffing eggs and sperm, like

cigarette smoke, into the water in a

mass orgy of spawiiing. This formed

a great opaque cloud that drifted

slowlywestward with the slight current.

I paused only a few moments to

observe this phenomenon as the area

was rich in shellfish and I wanted to get

on with the business at hand. It was a

long dive, 122 minutes, as the water

was quite shallow. Twenty feet at the

deepest but most of the time was spent

in 7 to 10 feet of water. Fanning,

tracking, flipping coral slabs and
heads, I turned up 49 species of

gastropods, and 3 species of bivalves.

Ten cone species and 8 Terebra species

topped the list. One nice Chicorcus

roscuius (Perry, 1811) went in the bag.

It was clinging to the bottom of a coral

slab in 15 feet of water. Then while

fanning away in a sand pocket, out

popped a Xenotunis millcpunctata

Sowerby, 1909, a mollusk which W.O.
Cernohorsky says ranges westward

from Fiji. Is this a range extension?

I did not find this shell on Tutuila

Island, American Samoa nor on Upulo
Island, Western Samoa when I was in

residence there. Finally, I found my
Mkra nuhila (Gmelin, 1791) at the end

of a short trail in a sand pocket in the

lee of a large coral head.

After lunch we were going back to

the outcrop of coral in the center of the

chaimel to look for Conus floccatus

Sowerby, 1839. Tell you all about this

next month.

021086 Dive #1 18.4138 X 174.01.4W

Scuba, 122 minutes, 7 to 20 feet.

GASTROPOD
1 Conus omaria nn 43x20mm
1 C. sangulnolentus nn
1 C. emadatus nn
1 C. frigidus nn
1 C, flavldus #7497
1 C. Imperlalis nn 6lx34mm
2 C. marmoreus 1#7499 Inn 56x33mm
6 C. sponsalls #4474
1 C, arenatus #4475
1 C. eburneus #4476
1 Cypraea labrolineata #4422
1 C. helvola #4423
1 C. talpa nn 64x24mm
1 C. caurica #7042
15 Vexillum exasperatum #4418
2 V, padficum #4419
1 V. porphyretica #4420
2 V, sanguisugum nn
3 Imbricaria olivaeformis #4421
1 Mitra nubila #12879
2 ITerebra sp.

3 Terebra affinis #4724
5 T. paudstriata #4725
1 T. dngutUera #4726
1 T", funiculata #4727
1 T. undulata #4728
1 T. cerlthina #4729
1 Hastula albula #14321
1 Chicoreus rosarius nn
1 Morula spinosa #7231
2 Drupella ochrostoma #4486
1 Fusinus colus #13195 from David McLean
3 Clavus canicularis 1 #121 86 2#12810
1 Xenuroturris millepundata #12809

This may be a range extension.

2 Turris spectabilis nn
8 Oliva miniacea nn
1 70. sp. #12803
1 Strombus gibberulus #4477
1 Cymatium aquatilis #4478
2 Pyrene turturina #4481
1 P. deshayesii #4482
1 Engina alveolata #4485
1 Mitrella albina #4483
2 Cerithium salebrosum #15031
1 Peristernia incarnata #4486
I Otopleura mitralis #4487
II ?0. sp. #4488
1 Monilea 7vernicosa #4489
1 Eudtdus atratus #4490

BIVALVE
1 Codakia tigerina #4491
1 Gloripallium pallium #12544
1 Uocondia castrensis #4492

S&SL 20(2)



Seafood
Fried Oysters

1 doz. medium oysters

2 cloves garlic (large)

2 eggs (beaten)

2 cups seasoned butter crumbs

1 cube butter or margarine

Shuck and wash oysters. Melt 1/3 of butter in large frying pan. Add 1 clove

minced garlic and saute to season on medium heat. Dip oysters in egg and cover

with bread crumbs. Place in pan and reduce heat to low. Cook 10-15 minutes

and turn over. Add more butter and garlic as needed. Cook for 10-15 minutes

and serve.

Large oysters might need more cooking time. Time can be adjusted according

to one's taste.

Sea Harvest Shellfish Co., Dennis Halligan, P.O. Box 487, Bayside, CA 95524.
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Shell . Terminology
from The Mollusca and Radlata. Arranged by Baron Cuvler....

London, 1834.

ON MOLLUSCA.

9. An lictcrostoniatous shell, lip subcontinuous and folded

back. Gen. Pupa, Lara.

10. A cricostoniatous shell, lip continuous. Cyclostoma

elegans.

11. A tubular cricostomatous shell, fissure subspiral. Sili-

quaria anguina ; Serpula anguma, Gm.

12. A tubular shell, cricostomous and subspiral. Vermetus

{Serpula) Adansonii.

The figures of univalve non-spiral shells and opercula in-

clude,

1. A symmetrical tubular non-spiral shell. Dentalium

entails.

2. A sjinmetrical shell, mth the bealc or apex posterior

;

a. posterior—^b. anterior.

S. A symmetrical shell, with the beak or apex anterior.

Patella cymhalaria. Lam.

4. A non-symmetrical shell. Siphonaria radiata,

5. A non-symmetrical shell, with the apex or beak posterior.

Hipponix.

5. a. It's foot.

6. A subspiral shell with a perforated disk. Haliotis.

The following are opercula:

7. Multispiral operculum. Genus Trochus.

8. Paucispiral op. Gen. Turbo.

9. Unispiral op. Gen. Nerita.

10. Subspiral op. Gen. Phasianella.

11. Unguiculated op. Gen. Murex.

12. Unispiral inarticulate op. Gen. Natica.

13. Subunguiculated op. Gen. Purpura.

14. Squamous op. Gen. Helicina. .

15. Lamellateous op. Gen. BuccinUm.

16. Radiated op. Gen. Navicella.

S&SL 20(2) 11
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CLAM by SCOOTER BEERS
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1988

FEBRUARY
Broward Shell Show, February 5-7. Contact:
Broward Shell Club, P.O. Box 10146. Pompano
Beach, FL 33061

Ft. Myers Shell Show, February 12-14.

Contact: Fort Myers Shell Club, c/o LaVeme
Weddle, 1936 Coronado Ftoad, Fort Myers, FL
33901.

SarasotaShell Show, February 19-21., Con-
tact: Sarasota Shell Club, c/o Miary L
Mansfield. 2232 Bahia Vista BIdg A#7,
Sarasota. FL 33579-2413.

Palm Beach County Shell Show, February26-
28. W. Palm Beach. Contact: Phyllis Diegel, 143
Alcazar St.. Royal Palm Beach. FL 33411, (305)
798-5351.

St. Petersburg Shell Show, February 26-28,

41st Annual Shell Show. Community
Center. 1 Park Place & 106!h Ave., Treasure
Island. RoridSL Donation of $1 .50 per person
(Children under 15 free with adult). Shell

dealer sales during event. Show put on by
members of the St. Petersburg Shell Club. Inc.

Contact: Betty Upe (813) 360-0586.

MARCH
Sanibel Shell Fair, March 3-6. Contact:
Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club. P.O. Box 355.
Sanibel. FL 33957.

Marco Island Shell Show, March 9-10, Marco
Is., FL Contact: Dolly Bergman, 58 N. Collier

Bl.. Gulfview 1503. Marco Island. FL 33937,
(813) 642-6595.

Northeastern Section GSA, March 9-12.

Portland, ME. Contact: PRI. 1259Trurhansburg
Rd. Ithaca. NY 14850.

Treasure Coast Shell Show, March 19-20,

Stuart, FL Contact: Treasure Coast Shell

Club, c/o Bertrez Bond, 99 Yacht Club Place,

Tequesta. FL 33458.

AAPG & SEPM Annual Meetings, March 20-

23, Houston, TX.

Central Florida Shell Show, March 25-27,

Oriando, FL Contact: Dave Green. 5883 Pitch

Pine Dr., Ortando, FL 32819, (305) 345-0286.

APRIL
Greater Georgia Shell Show. April 8-10.

Alleinta. GA. Contact: Henry Close. 403 Ansley
Villa Dr.. Atlanta. GA 30324. (404) 892-6744.

St. Louis Shell Show. April 22-24. St. Louis.

MO. Contact: George KarlesKint, 2007 S.

ComptonAve., SL Louis, MO 631 04, (314)865-
0656.

M.A.P.S. (Mid-American Paleontology
Society) - National Fossil Exposition X, April

22-24, Western Illinois University. Macomb, IL
Contact: Gilbert Norris, 2623 34th Ave., CL.
Rock Island, IL 61201. (309) 766-6505.

Long Island Shell Show. April 29 - May 1,

Froeport, NY. Contact: John & Vi Greenlaw, 5
Etna Lane, DIx Hills, NY 1 1 746. (51 6) 421 -5235.

MAY
Geological Asspclation of Canada,
Mineraloglcal Association of Canada,
Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists-
Joint Annual Meeting, May 22-25, SL Johns,
Newfoundlcind. Contact: John Reming, PO
Box 13577, Postal Station A, SL Johns,
Newfoundland, CanadaAl B4B8or phone709-
576-2768.

JUNE
American Malacologica! Union Annual
Meeting, June 19-24, Charteston, SC. Contact:

Richard E. Petit, PO. Box 30. N. Myrtle Beach,
SC 29582, (803) 249-1651.

Salon International du Coquillage, normally

3rd week In June.

JULY
Conchologists of America, July 11-15.

Hosted by the Southwest Rorida Conchological

Society at the Sheraton Harbor Place, Fort

flyers, Rorida. Gene Herbert & Al Bridell,

Genereil Convention Co-Chairmen. Contact:

Phyllis & Bernard Pipher, 1116 N Street,

Tekamah, NE 68061.

Western Society of Malacologlsts 21st

Annual Fv/Ieeting, July 17-21, Sonoma Stale

University. Contact: M.J. James, Dept. of

Geology. Sonoma State University. Rohnert

Part<. CA 94928. (707) 664-2301 or 664-2334.

AUGUST
Palaeontological Association, Geological
Society of London & International Commission
on the Lithosphere. Paleozoic Biogeography
and Paleogeography. August 14-19, 1988.

Oxford, England. Contact: Christopher a
Scotese. 4425 Betty Street, Bellaire, TX 77401
(71 3) 063-2688 or W. S. McKenow, Dept. Earth

Science, Parks Road, Oxford, England 0X1
3PR (0865) 272000.

SEPTEMBER
Canadian Paleontology & 'Biostratigraphy

Seminar, September 23-25, Winnipeg,
Manitoba Contact: R.J. Elias, Dept. Geological

Sciences, University of Manitobci, Canada R3T
2N2.

OCTOBER
Geological Society of America, Annual
Meeting, October 30 - November 3, Denver,

CO. Contact: Abstracts Coordinator, 3300
Penrose Race. PO Box 9140. Boulder, CO
80301.

NOVEMBER
Hawaiian Malacologlcal Society, Tentatively

earty November for combined Shell Show and
Auction. Contact: Hawaiian Malacologlcal

Society, Inc., P.O. Box I039t. Honolulu, HI

96816.

DECEMBER
Western Society of Naturalists, Annual
Meeting, normally last week in December.
Details later.
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Suggestions for Authors
SHELLS and SEA LIFE (S&SL) welcomes notes and articles on any aspect of natural history.

Articles on conchology will, however, receive priority. Our major interest is reference and review

material of importance to professional and amateur alike. We include meeting notices,

bibliography, field observations, book reviews, historical sketches and species group reviews among
our primary interests. If you see something of probable interest to our readers, please forward a

copy and we will attempt to obtain permission for republication.

The on the Driftline and Reader Forum sections of S&SL are wide open for short

contributions from anyone. Field Notes are intended to provide a place where amateur and
professional naturalists can record field observations. You can provide a real service by recording

and reporting field observations, no matter how unimportant they may seem. (An example would
be observation of egg laying including locality, date & species.) All it takes is an observant eye, a

piece of paper, an envelope, and a stamp.

Black & white photographic prints may be submitted with articles. If it looks great in the print,

with good contrast and few shadows, it should look good on the printed page. Please provide

separate prints for light and dark specimens as they must be handled separately for best results.

Please note that prints are frequently trimmed spray-mounted before scanning. It is not usually

possible to return the print after use.

We attempt to absorb all production costs (typesetting, halftones etc.) but they should be borne in

mind by authors. Donations to help defray printing expenses are always welcome.

It is the policy of S&SL not to change the writing style of authors, nevertheless there are a few
policies that have been found necessary to decrease the possibility of misinterpretations and errors.

1) Manuscripts should be in final form, complete, carefully proof-read and with the name of the

author(s) appearing at the top of each page. Number all pages consecutively. The sequence of
manuscript parts should be as follows in most cases: title, introduction, materials and methods,
results, discussion, acknowledgments, literature cited, figure legends, figures and tables.

2) Under no condition start a sentence with an abbreviation or with a number written in numerals.
Within a sentence, numbers are expressed in numerals (e.g., 1, 21, 198).

3) Avoid the use of idioms, as scientific papers must be read by persons of many different tongues;

idioms too frequently give rise to serious misunderstandings.

4) Scientific names are underlined to indicate that they should be set in Italics. A double straight

underlining indicates that SMALL CAPITALS are required and a triple underlining indicatesALL
CAPITALS. A wavy line by itself calls for bold face.

5) The first appearance of any scientific name of any species discussed or cited should be given in

full, including author and year of the original description. The generic name should be written out
^yhenever it is mentioned for the first time in any paragraph and any time if in the same paragraph
two or more genera are mentioned that begin with the same letter.

6) The use of FAMILY NAMES is encouraged. The name should be in CAPITALS and be
clearly associated with the species in that family.

7) Abbreviations and "common names" should appear adjacent to the full-length version or Latin
name. Subsequent usages may be with only the abbreviation or the capitalized Common Name.

8) If you are using terms which are not readily available in standard dictionaries please include a

short definition with each term ~ separate from the article. This is preferable to defining the term
in the text. We will include a GLOSSARY from time to time as necessary.

9^ Footnotes are discouraged.

10) Square brackets "[ ]" are normally used to set off editorial comments or addition within
articles.

11) Authors should follow the style guidelines recommended in the "Style Manual for Biological
Journals", which may be purchased from the American Institute of Biological Sciences, 2000 "P"

Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036. Original manuscripts should be typewritten on white paper,
8-1/2" x 11", and double-spaced throughout.

12) References in the text should be given by the name of the author(s) followed by the date of
publication: (SMITH, 1951), (SMITH & JONES, 1952), or (SMITH et al, 1953).

13) The "literature cited" section must include only references cited in the text. We prefer
complete citations including full author names, exact publication dates, series identification, volume
and issue numbers, full pagination, plates, figures, tables & appendices. We will format them to

meet our requirements.

14) Tables, numbered in arable, should be on separate sheets, with the title at the top. Legends
should be attached to each photograph. Text figures should be submitted ready for publication, in

black ink and completely lettered. It is the author's responsibility that lettering is legible after final

reduction and that lettering size is appropriate to the figure and the magazine format.

15) Articles and pictures accepted for publication, become the property of SHELLS and SEA
LIFE. No material will be returned unless accompanied by return postage and mailing envelope
with instructions for its disposition.
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Raising Snails for Food.
by Frances Herb
1213 Stockton Street, St. Helena, CA 94574

Fig. 139.—llcllx nspcrsa (Muller).

Thecommonbrown garden snail found

abundantly in the temperate areas of

California is the Petit Gris. It is the

snail preferred by the French chefs for

the gourmet "escargot." Its scientific

name isHelixaspeisa MulIcr. It belongs

to the group of animals known as the

Mollusca, or mollusks. It is first cousin

to the abalone.

The snail glides along by means of a

long, flat, muscular organ known as the

foot. Mucus, or "slime," which is

secreted by glands in the foot, aids in

locomotion and later dries to form the

shiny white or silvery "slime trail" that is a clue to the presence of snails.

Snails are hermaphroditic but mate to exchange sperm. A snail digs a hole

in soft, moist dirt, t\yo inches or so deep and about an inch across. It deposits

from 50 to 80 eggs over aperiod ofseveral hours, then carefully covers the hole

and leaves to rest. After the snails hatch in a couple ofweeks they remain in

the nest for several days, then work theirway to the surface and start climbing.

When they encounter another snail they climb on and take a free ride. Snails

grow slowly and may take two years to reach market size.

Snails have been used as food throughout the world for centuries. Until

recently the only commercial sources of the Helix for American chefs has been
canned ones imported from France or Taiwan. Ironically, the canned ones

imported are not the choice aspersa, (which the French keep for their own
enjoyment) but the larger, less desiiahle Helixpomatia Linn6, the Burgundy
Snail.

For the person

interested in starting

a business for raising

snails for sale there

are several points to

consider. The
principal ones in-

clude gathering the

snails, containing,

feeding, propagating,

purging, packaging

and selling them.

The following in-

formation is not, repeat not, official nor final. It is the present opinion gleaned

from the personal observation and experience of the writer. More observations

and experience may well change some of these thoughts.

Flg. 141.—Helix pomatia (Linnieus).
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Gathering the Snails
Because snails are a pest in gardens and citrus groves most owners ^yill thankfully

allow one to gather and cany them off. If the prospective grower lives in an area

that does not now have wild snails there are some problems tobe considered, such

as, can they be legally imported there and what would be the best method of

transporting the live snails to reduce the mortality rate of the breeding stock.

WHENTO GATHER: Snails arc active at night and on dark cloudy and foggy
days. When inactive during the day-tirilc, they rest in secluded places protected

from the cold and from the sun and heat.

Snails are cold-blooded and so arevery sensitive to the atmospheric temperature

and humidity. As the temperature drops, the snail seeks a sheltered place against

a buildingfoundation or deepintomulch orloose dirt. It secretesmucus to seal his

shell and thus hibernates until sufficient moisture softens the seal and he can

resume an active life. When conditionsbecome toowarm and dry for its activity it

repeats theprocesswhichisnow called estivation instead ofhibernation. During
the times that the snails are active at night, they will be found mating or laying eggs

during the day.

Snails are clever at hiding during their periods of inactivity, so it is best to plan on
gathering them during their active periods, generally, late Fall or early Spring.

WHERETO GATHER: During the periods of their activity the snails can be
readily gathered from lawns, plants, tree trunks, shrubs, sidewalks, and following

heavy rains, off the fences or the walls of buildings.

HOWTO GATHER: Thiswriterhas found the most convenient containerfor

the serious collector is thewhite plastic five-gallonbucket fittedwith a cover. This

cover sould have about a six-inch hole in the center for ease ofputting in the snails.

A two-inch wide collar of hardware cloth fitted around this hole will help keep the

snails in the bucket during the collecting.

Containing the Herd
Under reasonable conditions one can collect thousands of snails in a relatively

short time. What, then, to do with theni? Snails are excellent escape artists.

Since they are anunwantedpestinyourownandyour neighbors' gardens, great care
must be taken to keep them securely confined.

What means one uses must depend on one's particular situation. Two types

currently being used by snail-club members will be described vnth some points of

advantage and disadvantages of each. A third possible experimental type will be

suggested.

The type (or combination) to be used will depend on the particular situation of

each individual snail raiser. Whatever type used must take into account the life-

style of the snail in order to have a healthy, growing, happy and reproducing

population.

Snails need an area of high humidity, moderate temperature, clean drinking

water in shallow amounts, ample food, broad surfaces to sleep on, space for mating

and soft earth for laying eggs. Snails are gregarious and wQl be found hitching a

ride on each other and clustering together as thqr sleep. However for mating and

egg-laying they usually seek an isolated area. Snails do not wipe their feet before

entering a food orwater dish, and they doproduce an incredible amount offeces, so

provision must be made for cleanliness. These are all points to be considered

when planning the containment area.

Since raising snails forfood is such a newenterprise in the UnitedStates and since

there is such a great variation in temperature and humidity even in California, there

has not been developed any blueprint for the confinement of the snails. Different
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members of the Snail Club of America are experimenting with different ideas.

Hopefully, some day we will have the most efficient method for raising Helix
aspersa.

In the meantime, each grower must determine for himselfwhat seems to be the
best conditions for his locality and facilities. Whatever facility is adopted, care
must be taken to provide sufficient space to avoid overcrowding. Overcrowding
leads to many troubles, such as a high mortality rate and a very low fertility rate.

Theoptimumpopulation for adult snails is 10per square foot, but 25per square foot
is the absolute permissible density, even for young ones.

THE OASIS: The simplest type of containment has been termed an oasis by
Ralph Tucker, founder and president of the Snail Club.

Where favorable conditions exist, an area in the garden can be walled offwith a
two-foot high wooden frame, topped with a deterrent, such as a copper strip, to

prevent the escape of the snails. These copper strips can be purchased with
instructions for the proper installation from Philip C. Nichols, Lilac Farms
Management, Inc., 8123 W. Lilac Road, BonsaU, CA 92003, (619) 941-4475. Such
an area provides a natural habitat for the snail with very little cost or effort.

ACOMPLETEENCLOSURE: Amore expensive and ambitious project calls

for some kind of complete enclosure.

John Locke of Sanger, California, constructed a simple "A" frame, which he
covered with 90% shade cloth, and equipped it with overhead sprinklers to provide

humidityand drinkingwater for the snails. Woodenpallets on the ground allowed
sleeping spaceunderneathfor the snails and comparativelyclear areas for accessfor
feeding the snails. Doors for any such enclosure should open in so that any snails

on the door can fall inside when the door is opened.

Thewriterhas a fiberglassgreenhousewith an exhaust fan, a small swamp-cooler,

a misting system, and a hot water heating facility. The dirt floor is periodically

renewed with fresh compost. Although other plants in pots are introduced into

the "snailery" from time to time, the most successful in surviving both the

atmospheric conditions and the snails hasbeen thecommon geranium. The snails

do not eat the leaves, but find them a pleasant dormitory. Concrete stepping

stones allow access to all parts of the greenhouse.

Richard (Dick) Johnson of Frescargot Farms in Sanger has researched the

problem of raising snails efficiently. He uses a garden area for reproduction and
uses plastic buckets for growing the snails.

Raising Snails in Unfavorable Climatic Areas
The following information has been extracted from a pamphlet written by

Jacques Baratou and published by Solar, 1981, in Paris, France.

The activity of the snail is under the influence of three parameters: humidity,

temperature, and light.

The snail must constantly maintain an equalibriumbetween the holding ofwater

in its tissue and the relative humidity in the environmental milieu. Through dry

times it dehydrates voluntarily in order to assure its equalibrium of water and it

takes in water under humid conditions. The snail is thus capable of absorbing or

rejecting water through the pores of its skin.

The snail doesnot seem toomuch affected bythe temperature,provided it profits

from satisfactory hydrometric conditions. However, below 42° F its activity slows

down and it enters hibernation. Below 32° F it dies.

Snails can be successfully raised without dirt in a complete enclosure. Desiring

to control the light, the temperature and the humidity, one can choose a dark

building without windows, well insulated and with walls of material that will not
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absorb moisture. Such an enclosure can be an old building, such as a grotto type

used for growing mushrooms.
Raising the snailswithout dirt facilitates the disposal ofthe feces and anyuneaten

food. In an area used forreproduction plasticpots full ofsoilwillbe utilizedbythe
snail for egg-laying. The soil in thepots needs to be loose, and to have a neutral Ph.
It might be composed of60% compost, 30% river sand, and 10% clay, sterilized to

avoid contamination by the micro-organisms, nematodes and acaries. Slanted

trays with screen drainage troughs can be stacked to contain the snails. A unit of

approximately 3 feet by 6 feet with sufficient vertical space for resting could

accommodate 3,000 adult snails.

The daily rhythm of the snail involves a day-night cycle. A day of 9.5 hours
illumination with temperature about 65° F and 92% relative humidity seems most
conducive to rest. During the active night phase of 14.5 hours, the atmosphere
should be saturated to cause moisture condensation, if the temperature drops. A
high humidity rate is necessaiy to prevent a drop in snail activity.

The passage of the dayphase to the night phase can bevery rapid to provoke the

Petit-Gris into activity. It isbest that the extinction ofthe light, as its switching on,

should be precise with less than a quarter hour variation. With a good clock one
avoids any untimely lighting during the night phase. The animals attain in effect a
threshold of conditioning which makes the anticipation of activity pleasant a little

before the hour of darkness, and to put itself to rest in a "comfortable" spot before

the hour of illumination.

The humidification is the problem the most difficult to regulate in the raising of

snails and one can say that themanner inwhich it is resolved determines the failure

or success ofthe raising. A fine misting system is necessaiybecause snails suffer if

water is sprayed directly onto their shells.

Care must alsobe taken in choosing the heating system. Ifhot air is used it must
not be directed toward the snails. The feel "no love" for a breath of hot dry air.

The rate ofrenewal of the air can be low. This rate is imposed onlyby the human
activity in the enclosed building, since the snail is content to have a low rate of

oxygen. A confined atmosphere appears to be much better for the formation of

the snail's shell. (End ofinformation fromM. Baratou'spamphlet appropriate to

the discussion of the enclosure.)

The disadvantages are several. First, vertical as well as horizontal space canbe
utilized by various means, such as by hanging heavy plastic sheets (not too high or

the snails will break their shells ifth^fall), by adding containers ofplants, or finally

by using concrete blocks. These blocks can be erected several high with spacers

between them. These blocks must be dismantled frequently for a thorough

cleaning and disinfecting with a household bleach like Clorox.

A second advantage is the greater ability of controlling temperature and
humidity. Snails go into a dormancy state whenever conditions are not to their

liking, which results in a loss of valuable growing time.

Another advantage is the protection from predators. Rats and mice, attracted

by the food put out for the snails, can be a considerable problem. Marauding
raccoons or skunks can decimate one's snail population in one night. Blue Jays

and other birds also enjoy the taste of excargot.

Feeding the Snails
The next major consideration must be what foods and minerals to provide and

how to provide them for healthy snails and rapid growth. Se/cral growers are

experimenting with different formulas and different methods of distributing the

food and minerals and vitamins. Most prefer to feed them dry. If the food is
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placed in the center of a plate the snails will ordinarily not cross the food, but will
nibble in from the edges. As the snails grow they seem to prefer the kind offood
they were started on.

The writer feeds a combination of cereals, including com meal, oatmeal, red
wheatbran and soybean meal. No claim ismade that this is the best oreven a good
combination. The snails like it and seem to do well on it. The mineral
supplement to supply the very necessary calcium for the growth of the shell is a
combination ofpowdered oyster shells, bone meal andwhite dolomite (Dolomark).
This supplement is provided dry on a continuous basis. The snails readily eat this
also. Trimmings from greens are obtained free from a local grocery store and are
provided fresh daily. Any not consumed are removed daily. Dog nuggets arc
provided from time to time in a limited amount.

Clean water in shallow containers is a must and should be provided at all times.
Snails likewater and drink lots of it, but drown if it is too deep for them to crawl out
of. One grower suggests putting pebbles in the water dish.

A complete food isnow available in 75 pound bags as described byJohn Locke in
one of the Artichoke Leaf newsletters: Volume 27,

Lockje's Super Snail
Grower Is Here!!

Since fmetJohn Lockie and his wife Jan, twoyears ago, ithas been one thingafter
anothertheyhave done that I wouldneverhave even thought about. Here is the
latest and one ofthe best, but letJohn tellyou about It. We are all in your debt
John.

'

Tuck

After mixing and messing with ail kinds ofcombinations ofsnail food forthe last
2-1/2 years. I finally got a firm to make a snail food that comes In a plain 75 pound
bag -just feed it straight to your snails - theyseem to really enjoy it. I have been
using it for over a month and I see no problems. I put field snails in six buckets
and gave them water and Super Snail Growerfor 1 6 days. The average weight
increase was 27% per bucket and 4% death rate.

It is available to pick up or order from Paul and Kristi's Feed Co., 8350 E Shaw
Ave.. Ciovis. CA 93612, Phone: (209) 298-4145.

It is $1 1 .50 for a 75 pound bag and has a guaranteed analysis and Ingredients
list. If you order it. the freight cost will be added to the $11.50.

I will send you a 1 pound sample with a copy of the contents tag for $2 00 -

Write: Snails. Inc., 3251 N. Bethel, Sanger. CA 93657

Purging Before Cooking
Before snails are ready to be cooked they must be purged to remove any grit or

strong-tasting food from their systems. Th^ must be moved into a clean
environment and fed a diet of com meal and water, changed daily. The writer
follows this method for a week. Some growers offer onlywater the last day or so.
Depending onthe grower's facilities, plasticbuckets or specialpurging cageswith

hardware cloth bottoms can be utilized. Ease of removing the feces is a prime
consideration.

Utilizing the Snails
Now, having discussed in some detail the life-style of the snail, how to gather

snails and how to keep and feed them,wecome to the questionthat probablyshould
havebeen considered first. Why does the readerwant to raise snails andwhat does
he expert to do with them?

Ifyou want to make a lot ofmoney fast and easy, I say"FORGETIT!" Ifyou are
looking for an interesting and fascinating occupation with a fantastic future, read
on!

Raising snails in Califomia offers a tremendous opportunity to be of service to
friends, neighbors, and the national balance of trade. Every year millions of
dollars are spent by gardeners and orchardists to control the pests which cause
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millions of dollars damage to their crops. Then more millions ofdollars arc spent

by cooks to buy imported canned snails for escargot.

The serious raiser should have a fairly clear idea as towhat hewants to dowith his
"crop." The decision must depend on the potential grower's location and
circumstances. In the future, American snail farms will not only provide all the

snails the domestic market wants, but will export them to European countries that

evennoware experiencinga shortageoftheprized//e/«:fljry7e/ya. Inthemeantime
we need experimentation and scientific research to discover the best methods of

raising them. Already in the last 5 years since the founding of the Snail Qub of

America there has been considerable progress made.

Selling the Snails
Snails can be offered to the consuming public in a variety of ways. The writer

personally delivers live snails by the dozen to local restaurants on a regular basis.

This allows her eachweek to selert the necessary snails, purge andpackage them in

baskets. Live snails can be kept in the baskets in the refrigerator for aweek or so

with little deterioration in quality.

Another way would be to sell the purged snails simply blanched (cooked 3

minutes in boilingwaterwithsome lemonjuice and some spice), removed from the
shells and chilled. The snail meat can then be packed in a cellophane bag and

shipped overnight with "blue" or dry ice. Thisway entails more work but has the

advantage of more sales to a wider market.

A thirdwaywould be to actuallyprepare a ilnished, frozen entree. Considering

the modem use of prepared meals, there is no limit to these possiblilities.

However, this type of operation would entail considerable investment of money,

time and labor.

Afourth alternative isnow available to the individual grower. RichardJohnson

is now prepared to "broker" snails. He will buy live snails from individuals and

supply them to his list of customers. He plans that by pooling the supply from
various growershe will be able to furnish hisbuyers quality snails on a regular basis.

Johnson has prepared an article entitled Snail Production Basics, which he
distributes for S3 at Frescargot Farms. The following isa copy ofthe introduction

to it:

Frescargot Farms is a company dedicated to ttie edible snail industry.

Foundod in 1 9S5 by R. V. 'Dicl<*Johnson at Sanger. California. Frescargot F£irms

provides infomudion, consultation services, breeding stock, supplies,

equipment, and fresh market snails to the industry. Based on the vision of tt)e

founder, Frescargot Farms is committed to establishing and maintaining industry

standeirds. providing up-to-date informationand equipment and supporting snail

research and development within the scientific community, inquiries are

welcome and should be directed to: F^'escargotFarms. P.O. Box 790, Sanger,
CA93657, (209) 875-2053, 9am to 5pm P.S.T. CatalogOfsupplies and services

available upon request

Themarket is there,but snail raisers mustbe carefulnot to abuse it,butby faithful

performance to earn a fair share of this market. Especially, na, repeat no,

commitment to deliver snails should be made until the raiser is gure to have enough

high quality snails to meet the commitment. Snails reach sexual maturity in about

6 months, but only a small percentage under the most favorable conditions will

reach the optimum size (1-1/4 inch) for sale in that length of time. The majority,

especially if their growth is interrupted by unfavorable conditions, will take

considerably longer.

Informational Resources
The prime resource for informational inspiration for anyone seriously

considering raising snails must be a membership in the Snail Club ofAmerica. A
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monthly newsletter and regional seminars are some of the advantages of
membership. The continuing exchange of experience with other members is

extremely beneficial. The membership fee has been $30 a year. Application

should be made to: The Snail Club ofAmerica, Ralph W. Tucker, President, 187
N. Duke Ave., Fresno, CA 93727.

Tucker's phone number is (209) 255-7054, but he prefers to have one write him
because it is not always convient for him to answer the phone.
There havebeenveryfewbooks or articleswritten on raising snails. Most ofthe

emphasis has been on how to got rid of them. An amusing little book of little

practical value to the commercial grower is Escargot from your garden to your
table by Francois Picart. This book has been available for S6 from: Francois

Picart, Star Rt lA, Box 45A, Dripping Springs, TX 78620, Phone (512) 858-7729 or

472-2865.

A beautiful, informative little book was found in the children's library. It is

entitled simply: Snails. It is a Lemer Natural Science Book written by Sylvia A.
Johnson and published byLemer Publications Company, Mirmeapolis. It maybe
ordered through any local book store.

A publication. Bulletin 515, originally printed by the University of California,

Berkeley, California in October, 1931 and out ofprint for30 years has recentlybeen
revived by Dr. Theodore W. Fisher, Specialist in the Dept. ofEntomology, Division

of Biological Control, University of California, Riverside, California 92521. The
title of this balloting is The European Brown.Snail in California, byA. J. Basinger.

In an introduction addressed 'To the reader" Dr. Fisher stated: "Increasing

inquiries regarding the biology of the BGS from persons involved in commercial

crop agriculture and horticulture as well as those interested in growing the snail as

human food ... have prompted the reprinting of Bull. 515 in its entirety." Dr.

Fisher's phone number is (714) 787-5700.

Advertise!

New DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES

Full Page - $100.00 per issue.

Half Page - $70.00

One-Third Page - $60.00

Quarter Page - $50.00

One-Sixth Page - $40.00

One-Eighth Page - $30.00

Write or call SheUs and Sea Ufe today!

1701 Hyland, Bayside, CA 95524-9302 U.SA.
1-800-53SHELL or 707-822-1024
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ESCARGOr
MARIN

hors-d'oeuvre

36 Petit Gris escargot

Italian herbs

celery salt

lemons

flour

paprika

oil

parsley

Mix herbs and flour in a

plastic or paper bag.

Rinse and drain

escargot and place them
in the bag. Shake until

covered with flour. Deep
fry in hot oil for 30 - 40
seconds. Remove from

oil and drain on paper

towel. Place on platter

garnished with lemon

wedges and parsley

Serve with a dry

California white wine. ^3
ESCARGOT
SONOMA
Serves 4

36 Petit Gris escargot

2 tomatoes

olive oil

'/* cup onion, diced

1 large green pepper,

diced

1 bouiiion cube
salt and pepper

steamed rice for 4

Dice shallots and simmer

in vwne until reduced to

about half. Add stock

and simmer 5 minutes.

Make a roux with the

flour and thicken sauce.

Salt and pepper to taste.

Rinse, drain and add

escargot and simmer

another 10 minutes.

Serve at once with the

remaining Pinot Noir. ^^

ESCARGOT
MENDOCINO

Serves 6

36 Petit Gris escargot

1 cup California Pinot

Noir

3 large shallots

1 cup beef stock or

bouillon

Flour

Salt and pepper

Heat oil in heavy frying

pan and add rinsed and
drained escargot, green

pepper and onion. Fry

for 3-5 minutes. Dissolve

bouillon in. 2 tbispns

water and add to

mixture along with

tomatoes. Salt and pep-

per to taste. Simmer 5

minutes. Serve beside

rice with a full bodied

California Zinfandel. ^3

NAPA VALLEY
ESCARGOT

Serves 3

36 Petit Gris escargot

3 large cloves garlic,

chopped
V« lb. butter

'/* cup chopped parsley

V* tsp. nutmeg
'/» tsp. celery salt

'/« cup chopped shallot

(optional)

Saute together all

ingredients except

escargot for 5 minutes.

Add rinsed and drained

escargot and simmer over

low heat for 4 to 6 minutes.

Place in individual serving

dishes and serve with fresh

baguette and chilled

California Chardonnay. ^1
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PETIT GRIS
A LA VINCE

ChefSebasiien Urbain

Pierre at the Meridien

San Francisco

36 petit gris escargot

2 small shallots, diced

2 1 white wine

2 T fresh cream
1 oz. bacon cut "julienne"

2 cloves garlic, diced

1 T red porto wine

Vi bunch chives, chopped
12 slices of tiny French

baguette

Blend together butter, parsley,

garlic, tabasco and nutmeg.

Cut 1 " slice off bottom of

bread loaf. Spread cut side

heavily with some of the herb

butter Broil until lightly

browned. Rinse and drain

escargot and distribute on

bread. Brush on remaining

herb butter Blend Gruyere

and mayonnaise. Using pastry

bag with large star tip. pipe

mixture attractively over

escargot. Bake in preheated

450° F oven for a few minutes

or until cheese topping begins

to puff and lightly brown.

GREAT
ESCARGOT PIE
Shirley Corriher

Atlanta, Georgia

2 cans Enfant Riant escargot

Round loaf white bread

(unsliced)

2 sticks butter, softened

1 cup chopped parsley

V* lb. grated Gruyere cheese
1 Vi cups mayonnaise

2 cloves minced garlic

'/a tsp. nutmeg
Dash of Tabasco

Saute bacon. Add snails,

shallots, garlic. Flambe with

porto. Deglace with white

wine. Add cream and reduce
as a compote. Season lightly

with salt and pepper. Toast

bread, top with escargot and
garnish with chives. ^1

CARACOLES
CON CAVIAR
from the kitchens of

Carolyn Collins Caviar Co.
Crystal Lake. IL

1 can Enfant Riant escargot

V& cup each chopped tomato
and onion

V* cup each chopped cilantro

and jalapeno peppers
Juice from V? large lemon
1 oz. gold tequila

Pinch of salt

2 T olive oil

2 oz. American caviar

Spanish rice or soft tortillas.

Heat oil in skillet, add fresh

chopped vegetables. Saute

until onions begin to soften.

Add Tequila, lemon, salt and

drained escargot. Stir or

shake 3-4 min. Divide into 4

portions over Spanish brown

or white rice or roll in soft flour

or corn tortillas. Garnish with

American Caviar ^

P.O. Box 357
Petaluma, CA 94P53



Snail Production Basics
©1987, Frescargot Farms ...•,

P.O. Box 790. Sanger, CA 93657 <^'

Mankind has practiced heliculture or snail production for more than 2,000

years (Cooke, 1913). Commercial heliculture is now a reality, with demand
far beyond supply in most parts of the world. The European Brown Garden
Snail or Helix aspersa (Muller) as they are known scientifically, are very

efficient energy converters. They utilize about 80% of the food value

consumed, more than 60% of which is used for growth and reproduction

(Fretter & Peake, 1979). Helix aspersa or their close relatives have been

spread throughout the world. Snails are adaptable and are found nearly

everywhere outside the polar regions (Godan, 1983).

The most desirable areas for natural heliculture are those with regular

rainfall seasons and minimum-maximum temperature ranges betw'een SO'F

and 105*F. The ideal temperature is 65°-70° with 80% relative humidity

(Godan, 1983). Snails prefer seltered locations protected from prevailing

winds and strong light. Their activity is minimal during the day and normally

peaksbetween8pm and4am (Fretter& Peake, 1979). Duringhot, dryperiods

snails estivate or go dormant, withdrawing into their shells and covering the

openingwith an ephiphragm or skin made of drymucus and calcium. With the

onset ofwinter, snails enter hibernation and againwithdraw into the protection

of their shells to wait out the coming of spring.

Snails are governed not only by climatic conditions but by internal rhythms

that are still only partially understood. Hibernation and estivation create

changeswithin the snails as their heart rates drop to 3-4 beats per minute from a

normal of35 beats per minute and their haemolymph or "blood" becomes more
highly concentrated (Purchon, 1977). Digestive, excretory and respiratory

processes all become dormant or nearly so (Wilbur, 1984). Upon arousal

from dormancy the snailswill immediately seek moisture and food. Ifinjured,

snails have the ability to regenerate most body parts and can even replace a

tentacle and eye within approximately one year (Fretter & Peake, 1979).

Another internal process that is little understood but critical for the

commercial heliculturist is the possibility that land snails may exude an

unknown chemical during periods of overcrowding that severely limits

reproductive capability, growth rate and life span (Godan, 1983). Helix

aspersa has an average life expectancy of 4-5 years (Cooke, 1913), though its

active reproductive cycle usually begins after one year and represents an

uncertain fraction of its actual life, as snails become infertile during the final

stage of life (Godan, 1983).

Helixaspersa havebothmaleand female sex organsbut theyare rarely self-fertile.

The most common form of reproduction is simultaneous reciprocal sperm

exchangewhich can take from 6-24 hours (Godan, 1983). Egg laying will normally

begin within 1.5-2 weeks from the time of mating and the eggs will begin hatching

between 17-25 days later under proper conditions. Soil holding80% of moisture

capacity is ideal, while too dry or saturated soil or temperature extremes can inhibit

or prevent hatching (Godan, 1983). Soil should be loose and contain between

20%-40% organic material (leaf mold, garden humus, peat moss, etc.) and at least
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Fig. l:i8.—Helix aspersa (Mullcr).

3%-4% ^Icium by volume (Godan, 19^}. Normally, Helix aspersa will produce
from 3-10 batches of eggs per year, with between 40-100 eggs per batch. An
approximate mortality rate of 30%-40% should be considered normal (Fretter,

Peake, 1979).

Nutrition plays a

major role in hehcul-

ture. Snails achieve

the highest growth

and reproductivity

rates with food

sources of approxi-

mately 50% green

leafy material (lettuce,

cabbage, alfalfa, etc.)

and50% carbohydrate

/ animal protein

supplemented with

brewer's yeast and 3%-4% calcium (Godan, 1983). Ground oyster shell or

agricultural lime make excellent calcium sources. Lack of calcium can lead to

stunting and infertility.

An outdoor area devoted to heliculture should be sheltered from prevailing

winds and shaded to provide protection from intense sunlight. Overhead

sprinklers are appropriate and shouldbe scheduled to maintain75%-80% humidity

while avoiding standing water. Some European heliculturists recommend a

maximum of 100 snails per square yard with the precaution this may impose

overcrowding, depending on the size and age of the snails (Godan, 1983). High
mortality rates, infertility, stunting, shell rasping and cannibalism are all indications

ofovercrowding. Old feed shouldbe cleaned out on a regularbasis at least once a

week and, if high density rates are used, the soil will become saturated with fecal

matter and slime (Godan, 1983). The soil should either be renewed occasionally

or earthworms can be added to help turn the soil. Calcium should be added to the

soil at the rate of approximately 10 Ibs./lOO square feet every 45-60 days during the

active seasons of spring and fall. Portable screen pens are convient structures

(Godan, 1983) as they can be moved in a manner similar to yearly crop rotation in

the fields. Screen mesh shouldbe no larger than 1/4" and should ortend at least3"

below the soil surface, upward 18"-24" and bend inward at the top to contain the

snails. Protection should beprovided for insect and rodent infestations, although

insecticidal sprays and rodent baits should not be allowed to contaminate the

enclosures. Traps for flys and rodents are appropriate and should be cleaned

regularly.

Santitation and hygiene are also very important factors in heliculture. Snails

can act asvectors or carriers ofavariety ofparasites and disease agents. They^may

become infested with nematodes, flatworms, mites, trematodes (flukes),

protozoans and several bacteria, including salmonella, aeromonas and

pseudomonas (Fretter, Peake, 1979). Snails have been shown to transmit fungus

and viral diseases in plants (Godan, 1983). Care should be used when handling

snails and equipment. Gloves, rubberboots and coveralls should beworn during

feeding and gathering, as well as goggles and vapor masks in confined areas and

during processing. Young children, persons on chemotherapy and individuals

with lowered resistance should avoid contact with snails and related materials due

to the possiblility of bacterial and parasitic contamination (Fretter, Peake, 1979).

Through the use of precautionary hygiene and modem production techniques.
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along with sanitaiy processing facilities, snails do not represent a threat to human
health. In fact, snails promise to provide an economical and healthy source of

protein, with virtually no cholesterol (Godan, 1983).

The introduction ofcontrolled environment facilities promises the potential for

snail production on an accelerated schedule virtually anywhere technology allows.

Snails are members of one of the oldest animal families on earth. They have

proven their tenacious adaptability over millions of years. Even though
heliculture has been practiced for more than 2 millenium, snails have stubbornly

refused tojoin the lockstep withwhichmodem man ordersprogress. Heliculture

is still in its infancy and the growers of today are building knowledge valuable to

mankind.

The techniques andinformationpresented in thispaperhavebeengatheredfrom
a variety of sources and represent the efforts of international scientists.

Heliculture is not an exact science, as many areas of snail physiology and behavior

are unknown at this time.

The information contained hereinrepresents research doneby the authors and in

no way makes guarantees expressed or implied by Frescargot Farms.

Reference Sources and Suggested Reading List

Cooke, A.H. 1913. Molluscs. Cambridge Natural History.

Fretter. V. & J. Peake 1979. Pulmonates, Vols. 1 & 2B. Academic Press.

Godan. D. 1983. Pest Slugs and Snails, Biology and Control. Springer-Verlag, New York.
Kerstiaw, D.R. 1983. Animal Diversity. University Tutorial Press.

Purction, ao. 1977. Ttie Biology of ttie Mollusca, 2nd ed.
Solem, A. 1974. The Shell Makers. Introducing Moliusks. New YorK 289p.
Wilbur, K.M. 1984. The Mollusca, Vols. 7 & 8. Academic Press.

Fis. 3. a, Ilclix poinalia, Jackson, Midi.; b, Ilclix aupcrsa, P.^cific Grove- c
Carl-sijaci, Cal.; <1-^'. Charlrston, S. C.

From: H.A. Pilsbry 1 939. Land Mollusca of North America (North of Mexico). Acad. Nat. Sci.

Philadelphi£t. Monographs, No. 3, Vol. 1, Pt. 1, p.4.



On the Tongan Reefs
Neiafu, Vava'u Island, Kingdom of Tonga.
Bob Purtymun

021186 NO DMNQ TODAY - HURRICANE IS COMING.

On our flight from Honolulu to Pago Pago the captain ofthe airline announced
ontheintercom thatwewould be passingnear a hurricane and to keep our seat belts

fastened at all times, as the flight would be quite rough. How true!!!! The
landing at Pago Pago was the roughest of any in all my flying career.

The airport, although usually called Pago Pago Airport is near the village of

Tafuna, located on the Tafunafou Volcano Cinder Plane. The approach to the

runway is over the volcano crater ofFagamaa. This is the place where one ofPan
Am's big planeswent down with much loss of life a fewyears ago. A thought that

must have been in themind oftheSamoan passengerwhowasin the seat besideme.
His knuckles were as white as mine during our landing. Needless to say, this

airport is not rated as one of the best.

But on to the Vava'u Island Group of Tonga and the morning of February 11,

1986. I awoke to find that the trade winds which usually flow over these Islands

from an easterly direction had backed-off to come in from the northwest. The
hurricane had caught up to us. At breakfast time the wind was estimated at 30

knots. Shell collecting was postponed for the day. The center of the storm was
passing close to the west of the islands.

David McLean, our local shelling contact was worried about the safety of his

sailboat and wanted to check the mooring. Wes and I volunteered to go out and
help him. We picked up some tanks, diving gear, and an extra mooring line and
went down to the dock. His boatwas about 100yards outfrom thedockmoored in

30 feet ofwater. By now the windwas gusting up to 50 knots and it had started to

rain. Our transportation out to his sailboat was an old rowboat. Now the big

question??? Could we row the boat cross wind and get to his sailboat without

getting blown away? The answer. No! Solution; send David with mask and

fins on and one end of the new mooring line tied around his waist out toward the

sailboat as far as the linewould permit. We tied the other end ofthe line to thebow
ofthe rowboat and shoved off. David swam andWes and I rowed like mad. We
made it!

David put his diving gear on and made a dive to check the existing mooring line.

He came up to say that thebottom connection was chaffed and should be changed.

Wes and I rigged thenewmooring line. Davidtook it down, tied it off, andbrought

up the existing line. Wes and I rerigged that line and Davidtook it downand tied it

off. OK now, the boat was secure with two good mooring lines.

Doesn't sound like much of a job, does it? However, this operationwas now 3

hours old and theweather hadbeen deteriorating all the time. Thewaterwasvery
rough, the sailboatwaspitchingand rolling, and thewindwasnowgustingto 65 or70
knots. Big drops of rain were coming down with stinging force. We still had to

get back to the dock which was 100 yards away and slightly up wind. We made it,

thank God, inmuch the same fashion aswehad gotten out here. David is a strong

swimmer, and Wes and I are good rowers. Especially if we are faced with the

embarrassment ofwading ashore through the mangrove swamps in the cul-de-sac

end of the harbor.

Next monthwewill take a look at David's shells and black coraljewelry. We are

going up to his house after lunch. That is if the hurricane doesn't get any worse.

Reports are that it is moving south and will pass us by.

S&SL 20(4): 15
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A Range Extension for Cantharus (Gemophos) pastinaca
(Reeve, 1846) (Mollusca : Gastropoda).
/. Gibson-Smith and W. Gibson-Smith
Quinta Puerta del Sol, Calle Tucupldo. San Roman, Las Mercedes, Caracas 1060, Venezuela

According to Keen (1971, p.561, fig. 1113) Cantharus (Gemophos) pastinaca

(Reeve, 1846) is confined to the Pacific coast of Panama. The specimen figured

here, however, was collected on a beach at Guayaquil, Ecuador, in 1975 byEkhard
Fuchs (fig, 1).

Voucher specimen: USNM 784726. Height 24.6, diameter 17.7mm.

fig. 1. Cantharus (Gemophos) pastinaca (Reeve. 1846). USNM 784726. Recent, Guayaquil,

Ecuador. Photo from author.

Keen, A.M. 1 971 . Sea shells of tropical west America. Marine mollusks from Baja California to

Peru. 2nd ed. Stanford Unfv. Press, Stanford. CA xlv + 1064p.

Illustrations below from Keen, 1971. Reeve specimen second from left
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Dendrodoris tuberculosa (Q. & G., 1832; Doris), variety form,
from Ishigaki-shima, Okinawa, Japan.
Kikutard Baba

Ishigaki-shima, Okinawa (Ryukyu), Japan. VI-28-1934, 1 sp., length70mm alive.

Body above dirty yellow shaded with dark brown, also there is a dark brown
network which ramifies among the larger compound tubercles. A blackish strip

on each side ofthe foot. There are no opaque white spots on the under side ofthe

mantle.

Baba, K. 1936. Opisthobranchia of the Ryukyu (Okinawa) Islands.

Univ. 5(1):1-50. pis. 1-3.

[Note prepared by Dr. Baba V-1985]

J. Dept. Agric. Kyushu Imp.
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Urosalpinx & Epitonium
Peggy Willicuns. Rt. 3, Box 28. Sarasota. FL 33580

One species I hunted unsuccessfully for years, mostly because of its name, was

Urosalpinx tampacnsis, named by Conrad in 1846 and certainly found by him near

Tampa. I was finally guided to Urosafpvvc by friends — but not near Tampa. I

found my first specimen 100 miles south ofTampa, near Ft Myers. Only a couple

ofweeks later I foundmy second batch, 150 miles north ofTampa at Cedar Key! I

still haven't found any in or around Tampa Bay!

Both groups of shellswere near oysters, and with both groups I also found a spec-

imen ofEpitonium nipicola (Kurtz, 1860). There's an egg case attached to thepio-

tured specimen of the Tampa Bay Drill.

CLAM by Scooter Beers

BOY. GREAT EASTER
R^KTY/ LOTS OF
CANCfY AND PUNCH.

I WONDER \F

THEY KNOW
80METHI!^G-

1

DON'T /
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The Opisthobranch
The response to the revival of The Opisthobranch has been less than exciting. Less them 20

people have expressed an interest. I hope that the rest of you are out in the field.

For the present, The Opisthobranch will be Included with Shells and Sea Life, to l<eep the
postage costs down and the contact up. There is simply not anotherway I can manage at this time.

Perhaps later there will be sufficient interest and material for a separate publication.

This month's Current Addresses includes most of the brancher addresses I am aware of. If I

have missed any or there are corrections, please send them along.

from Cuba
In 1 985 1 sentyou numbers272 &273 of Poeyana and Misc. Zoologica put in mail July 1 9 of 1 986.

I supposeyou have received them. Sending books to USAfrom here Is Impossible; even packages
of family photos need too many certificates. Other types of publications such as separates,

Poeyana, Misc. ZooL, without commercial value are easier, though, perhaps, not all the sendings
arrive to their destination. Stamps cannot be sent; 1 didn't know and 1 have lost sendings with

important moilusk's stamps and too with mollusk's photographs.

I will send you some articles. The delay will be because writing In English Is rather hard work for

me. - Dr. Hortensia SarasOei, Calle 25 #510, apto. 1 e/ Hel, Vedado, La Habana 4, Cuba

from Canada ,

I had a wonderful summer 'branching. Sven and ! went to Ketchikan in southern Alaska. The
waterwas crystal clearand cold and with the help ofsome local diverswe found 1 6 range extensions.

Aweek later I was at theWSM meetings in San Diego and then on a short but fantastic collecting trip

in LA. Bay, Baja Californai with Hans Bertsch and Terry Gosliner. We had a great visit with Jeff

Hamann in San Diego and I will be assisting him with some of his Canbbean material.

Enclosed are some reprints. I haven't written much lately. An Adaiaria paper will be out soon
and I am working on another. - Sandra Millen, The University of British Columbia, Department of

Zoology, 6270 University Blvd., Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A9.

from Santa Cruz, CA
in response to your request for a printout of nudibranch citations since the bibliography;

unfortunately, I haven't yet entered any of them into the computer, they are all slill just scribbled on
3x5" cards. At this late date, I will probably not enter them unlil I am ready to print a supplement.

Incidentally, did you know that there is a 1966-1971 supplement to Russell's Index
Nudibranchia? I didn't know it existed until I stopped at MCZ Harvard this summer [1987] & was
shown a copy. - Gary McDonald, Joseph M. Long Marine Laboratory, Institute of Marine Sciences,

100 Shaffer Road, Santa Cruz, CA 95060.

from Denmark
...I have enclosed a reprint of my latest publication. As usual, I have had avery busy year. My

Postdoc. expired this summer, and I now have a one-year grant from the Danish Natural Sciences

Research Council to work on the functional anatomy of ascoglossan alimentary systems.

Last year in November I went on a collecting trip to Phuket Marine Biological Center, Phuket,

Thailand. With a colleague from the Zoological Museum I collected "marine organisms for

biochemical analysis.' Of course I collected some "branchs" too, several of which are apparently

new species, which I am currently trying to find time to describe.

In January, 1 988, 1 will participate in a marine biology workshop In Albany, Western Australia I

have been working with one of the organisers, Dr. Fred E. Wells, on the Elysia spp. from Western
Australia, and I hope to get a chance to see some of these animals alive. I have most of the

collection of preserved specimens from the museum in Perth and am working on the internal

anatomy, but. asyou probably know, I prefertosee the animals alive prior to describing newspecies.

This summer has been terrible here in Denmark - cold and very wet (even more than usual). I

was trying to complete a study on the foraging behavior ofErcotanIa nigra (Lemche), but I only got

about 25 animals total for the whole summer! Also very few Elysia viridis. The only species that

seemed to occur in about normal densities were LImapontia capitata, L. depressa and Aideria

modesta. i.e. the true cold water species - and even these species took a long time to get started In

the earty summer.
It was great seeing you all in Monterey last summer - and also many of you In Edinburgh. We

should try to organize opisthobranch symposia more often. Speaking of which, the Western

Society of Naturalists announced the "Third International Symposium on Marine Biogeography &
Evolution In the Pacific," and I sent in a pre-reglstration form or something like that about 6 months
ago, but haven't heard a thing since. Does anyone else know what's happening? - Kathe

Jensen, Zoologisk Museum, Unlversltesparken 15, DK 2100, Kobenhavn, Denmark.
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We list changes of address, new subscribers, and other
addresses here as we receive them. Many of these
changes come from the post office, which has been known
tomake a mistake &we also make mistakes. Ifyou see an
incorrect address here please notify usat once and we will

publish a correction in the next Issue. If you do NOTwant
youraddress listed here, please tell uswhen youwrite to us.

AB Bookman's Weekly, P.O. Box AB, Clifton, NJ 07015.
(201) 772-0020
American Uttorai Society, Highlands, NJ 07732. (201)291-
0055
Anderson; R Shane & Jenny. 238 Oliver Rd, Santa Barbara,

CA 93109
Anderson; Roland C, The Seattle Aquarium. Pier 59, Seattle, WA. 98101, 206-329-5815ho
Baba; Dr. Kikutar6. Shiglgaoka 35. Minaml-ll-jyo; Sango-cho. Ikoma-gun, Nara-ken, JAPAN 636
Ballesteros-Vazquez; Manuel, Dept Zoologia Facultad Bl, Universldad de Barcelona, Av Diagonal
647. Barcelona 08028. SPAIN

.

Barboun Melissa A., 1381 Tuggie Way, Sacramento, CA 95831, 916-395-8780
Barletta; Giorgio, PhD, Commune dl Milano. Viale Gadio; 2 2012, Milano, ITALY
Behrens; David W., PG & E; Bioassay Lab. PO Box 117, Avlla Beach. CA, 93424, 805-595-7373wo;
239-1353ho
Bertsch; Hans. PhD. PO Box 25797. Santa Ana. CA 92799-5797
Bleakney; Prof. J Shennan. Biology Dept.. Acadia University. Wolfvllle, NS. CANADA BOP 1X0
Booktrader. 2745 West 38th Place, Chicago. IL 60632
Bouchet; Philippe. PhD. Museum Nation. Hist. Nat.. Labo Biol. Invert. Marins. 55 me de Buffon.
75005 Paris. FRANCE
Brandon; Marieile. Red Hook Estate Box 48. St Thomas. VI. 00802-3402, oldsub expired 84-12

Brinckhorst; David, c/o University Queensland. St Lucia, Brisbane, Old. AUSTRALIA4067, (07) 377-
1111

Broadway Books, 115 N. Broadway. Santa Maria. CA 93454. (805) 925-1090
Brodie; Gilianne & Jon. Jon Brodle. Inst Natural Resources, Univ South Pacific. Box 1 168; Suva. FIJI

Burgess Browning, 25 Blue Bail Yard, St. James's Street. London. SW1A 1ND. U.K.

Bum; Rot>ert. 3 Nantes St. Newtown. Geelong. Vic. AUSTRALIA 3220
Cadien; Donald B. 1006 37th St.. San Pedro. CA 90831. 213-833-0312
Carlson; Clay. Patty Jo Hoff, Box 8019. Merizo. GU. 96916. 671-828-8082
Carlton; James T, PhD, Oregon institute of, Marine Biology. Charleston. OR. 94720
Cattaneo; Riccardo. PhD, Inst Zoologia, Univ Geneva, Via Balbl; 5, 16126 Geneva, ITALY
Chamberlain; Marc, MD, 10029 Waldgrove Place, San Diego. CA 92131-1834
Chou; Loke-Ming - Dept Zool. National Univ. Singapore. Kent Ridge. SINGAPORE 0511
Cockbum; Thomas C. PhD. 3131 Irma St. Victoria, BC. Canada V9A 1S9
Cross Hill Books. P.O. Box 798. Brunswick. ME 04011
Cumbee; Rosalie M V, PhD, Box 526. Gloucester Point. VA 23062
Edmunds; Malcolm. PhD, Dept Biology - Lancashire. Polytechnic - Corporation St, Preston,
England, U.K. PR1 2T0, 0772-22141; 007-722-2141

l=emandez-Ovles; Casto L, PhD, Covadonga No3; 1^ Salinas, Asturias, SPAIN
Franz; David R, PhD. Dept of Biology. Brooklyn College. Brooklyn. NY, 11210
Frescargot Farms, Inc., P.O. Box 790. Sanger. CA 93657
Garcla-Gomez; J Carlos. Depart. Zbol; Fac. Biol., Apartado 1095, Reina Mercedes; 6. Sevilla - 12.

SPAIN
Gatewood; James G, 7584 Amethyst. Rancho Cucamonga, CA, 91730
Ghiselin; Michael T. PhD. Dept of invert Zool & Pal, CaliforniaAcademy of Science, San Francisco.

CA 94118, 707-887-1 973hO
Goddard; Jeffrey H a PO Box 5389, Charleston. Oa 97420. 503-888-5534

Gosliner; Terrence. PhD, California Academy of Sci. Golden Gate Park. San Francisco. CA, 941 1 8.

41 5-750-7079wo;453-3535ho;221 -51 00
Greene; Richard W, PhD, Biology Dept, Univ Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN, 46556
Griffiths; Rot>erta J, Zool Dept Inst Oceanograp, Univ of Cape Town, Rondetxisch 7700, SOUTH
AFRICA
Hamann; Curt, 1165 Mojave Dr, Colton, CA 92324, 714-825-1503

Hamann; Jeff. Marsha Hamann, 8242 Valley High Rd. Lakeside. CA 92040. 61 9-561 -8511 h;440-

7424w;286-1515pr
HamatanI; Iwao, 2-18-24; Bessho-cho, 2-18-24, Bessho-cho, Kishlwada-shI, Osaka, JAPAN 596
Hants; Larry G, Phd, Annemarie, 56 Oyster River Rd, Durham, NH. 03824
Hunten Judith, 7-65A Werona Ave, Gordon, NSW, AUSTRALIA 2072
Indianapolis Shell Club, c/o Jack Gllbody, 621 Hlllcrest Court, Kokomo, IN 46901
Jaeckle; William, Univ Southern California, University PEirk, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0371
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Jensen; Kalhe. Ellebjergvej 22; llh, DK-2450 Copenhagen, DENMARK
Kandel; Eric R, Dr. Public Health Research In, 455 Rrst Av, New YorK NY, 10016
Katzman; Howard 2, 2043 Veteran Blvd.. Los Angeles, CA 90025. 213-478-4746
Kitting; Christopher L. Dept. Biological Sciences, California State University. Hayward. CA. 94542
Len Klodniskl. P.O. Box 82002. N. Bumaby. B.C., Canada V5C 5P2

LaFoliette; Pat, LInnoan Systems; Inc, 3337 Drea Street #6, Los Angeles, CA, 90065
Lambert; Phillip. British Columbia Provinca. %Pariiament BIdg, Victoria. BC, Canada V8W 1A2
Lance; Lance R. 746 Agate St, San Diego. CA, 92109, 619-488-2132
Larsson; Brita Chariotte, 2398 Claranila Ave, Los Osos, CA 93402
Ultved; Bill, Dept. Invert. Zoology, California Academy Sciences, San Francisco, CA. 94118
Loch; Ian - Malacology, Australian Museum. PO Box A-285. Sydney. AUSTRALIA LOOO
Long; Ronald G, Department of Biology. Simon Frazer University. Burnaby 2, BC, CANADAV5A1 S6
Marcus; Eveline du B.-R., Caixa Postal 6994, Sao Paulo, BRAZIL 01051
Meyer; Kanlaulono Bailey, 7382 Commonwealth Dr, Cincinnati, OH, 45224
Paula Mikkelsen. Assistant Curator, Indian River Coastal Zone Museum, Harbor Branch Oceanog
Ins, 5600 Old Dixie Highway, Ft Pierce, FL, 34946
Millen; Sandra V. Unlv British Columbia Zoology DepL, 6270 University Blvd, Vancouver. BC,
CANADA V6T 2A9
Morse; M Patricia. PhD, Northeastern University, East Point, Nahant, MA, 01908
Muriilo-GuHlen; Luis, Wssell de Guimbarda 12 3oB, Cartagena, (Muricia), SPAIN
Mrs. Erika Noyes, 131 Avenue D. Rochester, NY 14621-4343, (716) 342-5107
Oringer; Pete, 1527 Irene St., Bayslde, CA. 95524. 707-822-0783

Ortea; Jesus A. Unlversidad de Oviedo, Facultad de Clencias. Depeulamento de Zool, Oviedo.
SPAIN
Perez Sanchez; Jose, Departamento de Zoologia, Unlversidad de La Laguna, Tenerife, CANARY
ISLANDS
Platts; Elizabeth, PhD, Tiverton; Quarry' Rd, Belfast 68559, N Ireland, U.K. BT4 2NP
Poizat; Claude, CERAM Faculte Des Science. Rue Henri-Poincare, 13397 Marseille, Cedex 13,
FRANCE
Patrick Reynolds, 5400 N.W. Grand Blvd., Ste 550. Oklahoma City, OK 73112, (405) 942-1725 on
3015 E Skeily Dr.. Tulsa. OK 74105. (918) 742-7500.

W. Bryce Richfield. P.O. Box 106S. Golela, CA 93116
Robllliard; Gordon A PbD. Entrix, Inc, 3214 Kirtay Lane. Walnut Creek, CA 94598-3910
Roginskaya; I S, PhD, PPShirshov Inst. Oceano.. Academy Sciences ofthe USSR, 23; KrasikovaSt,
Moscow 117218, USSR. Moscow. 117419, USSR
Ros; Joandomenec, Unlversidad do Muricia. Departmcnto de Ecologiei, Facultad de Clencia,

Murcla. SPAIN
Schmekel; Lulse, 44 MQnster (Westf); den, Hufferstrasse 1, , GERMANY WEST
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Founders of West Coast Conchology
Joshua L Baily, Jr.

Read before the San Diego Shell Club, November 27th, 1933

The current year is an appropriate time to consider the lives and labors of

those who made the science ofwest coast conchology possible, for it was just

two hundred and fifty years ago that the first collection of California shells of

which there is any historical record was made. In 1683 the Vice-regency of

New Spain sent out an expedition to explore the Straits of California, as the

gulf was then called. The early geographers had noticed that the equatorial

current flowed into the gulf, as evidenced by the tropical climate of the latter,

and concluded therefore that it must have a means of egress at the upper end,

and accordingly they represented Lower California as an island on all their

maps.

The cartographer of this expedition was a priest of the Jesuit order, Father

Francisco Eusebio Kino. When the expedition failed to find the sought for

passage, they disembarked at some point which cannot be fixed today, and

made their way overland to the Pacific, where Father Kino gathered a few

shells that were destined to change history.

In 1701 this same Father Kino was establising missions among the Indians

in the Gila valley, and while there learned that these Indians were using stings

ofwampum made of shells v>rfiose specific identity with those he had collected

eighteen years before he was quick to recognize. But how had they gotten

into Arizona? The Cocomaricopa Indians knew nothing about navigation

and it was clear that they had not been brought in by boat. This was the first

intimation that any white man had ever received that there might be a land

connection between Lower California and the main land. After sending

samples of shells from both localities to the headquarters of his order in Old

Mexico, he set out an overland expedition that was to make history. Late in

1701 he reached the Pacific, having walked the entire distance from

Tumucacori. Travel in Lower California is difficult enough today, and when

we think of the hardships that Father Kino must have encountered when he

became the first white man to enter the peninsula by land, we cannot but

admire the hardihood and intrepidity of the sons of Spain. Father Kino has

made for himself a place in history beside those other explorers of the Jesuit

order, Marquette and La Salle.

It would be interesting if we could say that his shells were presen/ed

somewhere in the archives of his order, but unfortunately the missions that he

labored so hard to establish, as well as those in Sonora which sent him out,

are today represented mostly by ruined adobe walls. When Charles 111

suppressed the Jesuits in 1 767 their propertywas scattered. We do not even

know the name of the shells, for when they were collected, Linnaeus'

"Systema Naturae", with which all scientific nomenclature' begins, was still

seventy five years in the future, and Father Kino's description of them as
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"beautiful blue shells" Is too meager to be considered anything but a "nomen
nudum."

But ifwe do not know what these shells were, we can at least make a pr«tty
good guess at their identity. The most popular shelf among the Indians of
Arizona today for use as wampum is that known as 'OliveUa biplicata'
Archaeologists tell us that this same shell has been so used for centuries.
And no one who has ever seen a living specimen will deny its claim to be
called beautiful. In color these shells range from white to black, through
various shades of yellow, purple, chestnut, and state, but the columellar lip is

always white, and stained with azure at its anterior extremity, so that the sheH fe

sometimes popularly called the "Blue Point." And finally its distribution

agrees exactly Father Kino's statement, for on the Pacific coast it ranges as far

south as Magdalena Bay, and Is not found in the gulf. We therefore appear
to be justified in concluding that the first California sea shell to attract the
attention of a man of European birth was Sowerb/s species, Oliveffa

biplicata.

It was nearly a century after Father Kino's first discovery that the next
Eureopean to visit California gathered shells. This was Captain James
Cook, whos peregrinations in the eighteenth century covered practically the
entire Pacific Ocean. Captain Cook was the first white man to see the
statuary on Easter Island, and probably the first man of any color to see the ice

wall that fringes the antarctic continent. He did not describe any of the shells

which he collected, but he took them back to England, where they fell into the
possession of Thomas Martyn, who named them and described them in the
"Universal Conchologist," published in 1784.

This work has certain features that have made later authorities question its

scientific value, but its illustrations are so beautifully executed that there can
be no doubt as to what was the first California shell to receive a scientific name
- it was the well known Calliostoma annuiatum, and anyone who is famittar

with this species can readily imagine the enthusiasm with which Captain Cook
must have gathered these beauties to take back to the old country.

The first west coast shell to be named by the original collector is the razor

clam, Siliq.ua patula, a very popular article of diet in Puget Sound region, and
one which can always be obtained either fresh or canned in the markets of

Seattle and Portland. Captain George Dixon described it in the "Narrative of

a Voyage Around the World," published in 1789. tn those days canned
goods had not been invented, and on long voyages the principal food stuff

was salt meat, with the result that outbreaks of scurvy were frequent, and
perhaps it is not going too far to say that without the help of Sifiqua pafuia

Captain Dixon would have had difficulty in circum-navigating the globe.

Captain Dixon described several other species, without, however, giving

them names. Among these was a mussel, easily recognized as the familiar

Mytifus californianus. He tells us that the Indians on Queen Charlotte's

Island made spear points from the shell, and that he saw one specimen

fourteen inches long. It does not grow nearly so targe in San Diego County,

where a specimen six inches long is considered unusual.
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His failure to name all the species he dascribed perhaps indicates Captain

Dixon's lack of professional training, although he must have had considerable

experience as an amateur scientist. No professional conchologist would
have missed such an opportunity to give names to species that he knew to be
non-descript. Captain Dixon was a navigator primarily, and a conchologist

incidentally.

Probably the first scientifically trained conchologist to visit the Pacific coast

of North America for the express purpose of collecting natural history material

was Dr. Johann Friedrich Eschschoftz, a member of the faculty of the

University of Dorpat in Esthonia, whose name is perpetuated for us in that of

the California state flower, the wild poppy, or Eschscholtzia. He was the

naturalist accompanying the expedition of Otto von Kotzbue, which left St.

Petersburg, as that city was then called, in 1815, and which during the

following eleven years visited the Azores, the West Indies, the Straits of

Magellan, New Zealand, the East Indian Archipelago, Japan, Kamtschatka,

Alaska, San Francisco, Honolulu, Madagascar, the west African Coast, and all

way stations. It is said that Catherine the Great had planned this expedition

to gather material for the Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg, but she died

before her plans could be consummated.

Accompanying Eschscholtz was a German named Rathke, who kept the

log book of the expedition, and his description of the sojourn which they

made in San Francisco constitirtes a most interesting contribution to

California state history. In those days there were no settlements in California

except those that had grown up around the missions, and Eschscholtz and

Rathke visited every one of these from Monterey northward, Rathke speaks

of the Mission Dolores, as being nearly hidden by a cornfield, and being

located some miles out of town - a description which cannot but be amusing

to those who have visited this historic landmark in the heart of a modern city of

San Francisco.

Rathke also speaks of visiting the Spanish capital of California at Monterey,

and of the hospitality shown them by Don Luis Argueiio, the Comandante. It

seem.s that Eschscholtz was very anxious to visit the Russian colony at Fort

Ross, about sixty miles north of San Francisco, but as there was no road

between the two capitals this would have been impossible had it not been for

the kindness of Don Luis, who supplied ihs explorers with a miii'tary escort and

a guide named Joaquin Estudillo. This last named was a brother of Jose

Antonio Estudillo who lived in San Diego, and who buiit the house in Oldtown

popularly but erroneously known as "Ramona's Marriage Place."

Jn these days there remains nothing to remind the tourist of the extent to

which the Russians had colonized northern California, except a few place

names such as Bodega, Sebastopol, and St. Helena, and the little Greek

church still standing at Fort Ross. But in the early days of the nineteenth

century the Russians held a monopoly on the whale and seal fisheries of the

Pacific, and their capital of Russian America on Kodiak Island was a trifle too

far north for comfort. Consequently in 1811 they negotiated with the

Spaniards for permission to maintain a supply base in California. The story

of Count Rezanoff, who had charge of the negotiations for Russia, and of the
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assistance he received from Senorita Concepcion de Arguello, sister of Don
Luis already mentioned, with whom Rezanoff fell in love, and the termination

of this romance by the death of Rezanoff and the retirement of Concepcion to

the Dominican convent at Benecia, is related in Bret Harte's poem.

The Russians seem to have been culturally more advanced that the

Spaniards, for one expedition brought back word to Monterey that one of

Mozart's operas was being rehearsed at Fort Ross. If this opera was ever

produced, it was probably the first performance of grand opera within the

limits of the United States as presently constituted.

Rathke describes the expedition as crossing San Francisco Bay, and
passing a high mountain (which must have been Mt. Tamalpais) and crossing

a divide and descending into a valley running northwest, where they

encountered a storm more violent than a hurricane which they had
experienced the winter before in the West Indies. Trees were uprooted, and
houses unroofed. This latter does not mean much, as the houses of the

Indians were not very substantially built. When the explorers finally reached
the ocean, they saw a fishing boat that had been driven onto the rocks.

Eventually they reached Fort Ross, and Rathke speaks of meeting the priests

at the Greek Church, and discussing the welfare of the Indians with them, and
he tells us that attitude of the Greeks was very different from that of the

Franciscans at Monterey, though he does not say in what the difference

consisted.

Eschscholtz seens to have specialized in the limpets, which were then all

called Patelfa. He recognized that those of California were different from

those of the Old World, and he gave them the name Acmaea. There are

probably more species of this genus on our coast than in the restof the world,

but at that there are not nearly so many as Eschscholtz thought there were, for

he seems to have a new specific name to almost every specimen taken, and
the huge synonymy that has resulted forms a striking contrast with Captain

Dixon's modest reticence shown by his sparing use of new names.

The first conchologist to enter California by land from the east was an
Englishman, Thomas Nuttall. Coming to America when quite young, he had
settled in Philadelphia, becoming associated with the Academy of Natural

Sciences in that city, and taking up the study of botany with William Bradbury.

These two made a collecting trip to the Great Lakes, from where they went
down the Mississippi and up the Missouri to the head of navigation of the

latter. Here they were captured by hostile Indians, and narrowly escaped
being scalped. Later, while returning home, they lost their way, and were
rescued by friendly Indians when on the point of starvation. A few years later

Nuttall undertook another excursion, this time to the Carolinas.

Dana tells us that after leaving San Diego they were out of sight of land until

they reached Staten Land, Patagonia, where Nuttall was very anxious to go
ashore to collect, but the captain refused, and in picturesque maritime

language mentioned another locality where he would rather put him ashore.

On arriving at Boston, Nuttall learned that he inherited a title and an estate in

England, contingent on his residence in that country. At first he considered
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refusing it, but subsequently decided to accept it, and rather reluctantly

presented all his material to Harvard, and left America never to return.

In 1839 the British vessel, H.M.S. Sulphur, visited various ports on the

coast, under the command of Captain Belcher and Lieutenant Kellet, neither

of whom were specially interested in natural history. But the ship's surgeon,

Dr. Hinds, made up for this deficiency and collected not only along the shore,

but went inland as well. The names of these mers are perpetuated in such

shells as Fluminicola hindsii, Chrysodomus kellettii, and Forreria belcheri.

This last was formerly thought to belong to the genus Chorus, and the name
Chorus belcheri, as it was then known, can best be Anglicized as Belcher's

Chorus, which is capable of two meanings.

The first collection of west coast fossils was made by one whowas destined

to make a name for himself in subsequent history. In 1847 the New York

State Museum sent John C. Fremont to Oregon to gather fossils, but the

descriptions of these seem not to have been published until forty years later.

In the next few years many changes took place in California. The

secularization of the missions was completed. The Russians abandoned

Fort Ross. California became an independent republic, and later joined the

Union. Then gold was discovered, and two waves of immigration took

place, one In covered wagons from the east, and one in wind-jammers from

both shores of the Atlantic. Means of communication with, and

transportation to and from the east, became necessary. The most

interesting attempt to achieve this end was the abortive effort of Jefferson

Davis, at that time secretary of war in Franklin Pierce's cabinet, to establish a

line of camels between San Antonio and the coast, the complete story of

which is the subject of Lewis Lesley's work, "Uncle Sam's Camels."

Now this chapter in the United States History has no conchological

significance, but on account of its intrinsic interest, perhaps \ may be

pardoned for making a digression.

Camels are in many respects superior to pack-mules. A camel can pack a

cargo that might stagger a twelve mule team. And a camel can walk faster

than a mule can run. Also, camels carry their own power plants, so that the

operating company need not maintain so many service stations. But camels

have their disadvantages. A camel considers himself socially equal to, if not

superior to, his driver, and woe betides him who would drive a camel with

profanity as he would a mule. A mule's shoe is made of iron and fastened

with nails; a camel's shoe is made of leather and fastened with needle and

thread. It was necessary to import camel drivers from the orient to instruct

the muleteers, many ofwhom were temperamentally unfitted to learn. When

a caravan makes camp for the night, the mule expects to be fed and watered,

but the camel prefers to sen/ice himself, and unless promptly corralled will

show his driver that it is sometimes necessary to walk many more miles than

one for a camel.

But the most serious drawback to camel traffic Is that the camel has an

atmosphere that produces a most astonishing effect on the olfactory organs

of the horse. The story is told that when Cyrus was founding the Empire of
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the Medes and Persians he found it necessary to defeat the army of Croesus
king of Lydia, who maintained the finest disciplined cavalry the world had yet

seen. Other things being equal, the Persians would have been no match for

them, but other things were not equal, for Cyrus sent his cavalry onto the field

of battle mounted on camels, and when the Lydian horses got wind of what
was coming, they stampeded, and the Persians won a glorious victory without

firing a shot. And In memory of that day, every horse and descendent of a
horse will begin to paw the ground, and show the whites of his eyes, and lay

his ears along his neck with the concave side up, even if he only hears the

radio playing "The camels are coming."

Even though camel trains were refused admittance to corrals in which

horses and mules were kept, they might have succeeded in displacing the

more usual type of pack animal had the civil war not taken place, necessitating

a suspension of service. When the war was over Jefferson Davis no longer

enjoyed the prestige at Washington that was formerly his, and when the first

railroad was completed over the mountains It was seen that the days of the

camel train were numbered, else we might be exploring our national parks on
camels instead of pack mules today.

The first attempt to build a transcontinental railroad took place in the early

fifties. That this road never materialized was not the fault of the committee

appointed to select a route, for its report, published in 1855 in thirteen bulky

volumes constitutes perhaps the most complete scientific survey ever

undertaken of a similar portion of the earth's surface. The surveyors did not

content themselves with running levels and transits and base lines and

meridians, but produced a remarkable treatise covering the entire mineralogy,

botany, and zoology of the Pacific slope of the United States. Even

anthropology was represented by a dictionary of languages of several Indian

tribes v^^ose lands were traversed by the proposed right of way.

That part of the report covering the paleontology ofthe route came from the

pen of Timothy Abbott Conrad, a native of New Jersey, who thus became the

first writer to publish anything on the fossils of the coast. The following year,

1856, Dr. John B. Trask of San Francisco became the first resident of the state

to take up the study of shells scientifically. A few years previously, in 1854,

he had been one of eight enthusiasts to unite in founding the California

Academy of Sciences, the oldest scientific institution of any kind west of the

Mississippi.

The great difficulty In preparing such a summary as this lies not in deciding

what to include, but in what to omit. Lack of time precludes more than the

mere mention of the names of such American writers as Jewett, Gabb, Lea,

and Gould, or the Englishmen Sowerby, Gray, Leach, and Reeve, of the

Frenchman Deshayes or the Russian Middendorff. But there is one English

writer whose researches on the conchology of the west coast are so

voluminous that they must be mentioned in detail. This man is of course Dr.

Philip P. Carpenter, who described more species of mollusks from the coast

than were known previous to his time.

Carpenter began his career as a minister of the gospel with a social vision.
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In his early days he established the "Oberiin Press" for the purpose of bringing

education and employment to the youth of the laboring class. Later he
undertook a crusade against vice and crime and the unsanitary conditions

that bred them, and he bacame an apostle of ventilation and sanitation and
temperance; and when the English cotton mills were forced to dose at the

time of the American Civil War he became a soap box orator and espoused
the anti-slavery cause. On one occasion his house was burglarized, and the

following day he inserted an advertisement in the papers forgiving the

offender and inviting him to call and get better acquainted. -

.

In about 1850 the British Museum came Into possession of a collection of

shells from the Gulf of California made by Frederick Reigen, the Belgian

consul at Mazatlan, and Dr. John E. Gray, the president of that institution

prevailed upon Carpenter to undertake a careful examination of the material.

C.B. Adams had already published a catalog of Panama, and inspired by this

Carpenter undertook to prepare a similar list for the Gulf. The "Mazatlan

Catalog" was such a success that a few years later the British Association for

the Advancement of Science delegated him to report on the molluscs of the

west coast of North America. This involved an examination of every

collection of west coast shells made up to this time, and among them that of

Thomas Nuttall was the most important, but the most interesting was that

made by a Hungarian collector by the peculiar name of Xantus.

This latter had been a commissioned officer in the ill-fated revolutionary

army of Louis Kossuth, and when the latter failed in his attempt to free his

country of Austrian domination, both men went into exile. Xantus came to

the United States, became interested first in archaeology, and in the gravels of

the Delaware terraces above Trenton discovered the first pre-glacial shards in

America. These were sent to the National Museum at Budapest, where they

remained forgotten and covered with dust for well over half a century.

Xantus seems to have been one of these universal geniuses to whom no
branch of natural science is without interest. Among the animals which bear

his name are birds, lizards, beetles, and crabs. And his interest extended to

shells as well. The opportunity to collect came when he was appointed by
the Coast and Geodetic Survey to make observations at Cape San Lucas, at

the southern extremity of Lower California. It has already been pointed out

that at this strategic point two faunas come together, owing to the difference in

water temperature on each side of the cape. During the three years he was
stationed here he assembled about thirty packing boxes of dry and alcoholic

material. When his term of service expired, the French had already begun
the invasion of Mexico, vi«th the intention of putting Maximilian on the throne

of Iturbide. The port of Manzanillo, from which Xantus expected to sail, was
being blockaded by the French fleet, and it was necessary for Xantus to slip

through the blockade at night in a rowboat, which he did successfully, and
was picked up by a passenger boat on the open ocean the next day. Of

course, he could not take his collections with him. These he stored in La

Paz, and eventually Carpenter obtained them, and after examining them he

disposed of them in accordance with the wishes of the collector, divinding

them between the National Museums at Washington and Budapest.
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Carpenter's report appeared in 1856 but It contained errors and a new and
enlarged edition appeared in 1864, after which it was reprinted by the

Smithsonian Institution.

It is a well known fact that there are two kinds of conchologtsts - the Splitters

and the Lumpers. A Splitter is one who divides more minutely than you think

proper, and a Lumper is one who does not divide minutely enough. These
are not the names thst they apply to themselves, but the names that they

apply to each other. It is also in the preparation of Carpenter's reports it

comes with something of a shock to realize that the nearest he ever got to the

Pacific was probably Montreal, when a member of the faculty of McGill

University. All the specimens which he had to examine in identifying old

species or diagnosticating new ones were collected by other people.

The first man to collect shells on the Channel Islands was Dr. Wesley

Newcomb. These islands have had an interesting geological history. The
coast has oscillated between two extreme levels several times, so that at the

time of highest elevation the islands were part of the main land, and at the time

of greatest depression Mt. Soledad and Grossmont were completely

submerged, and Black Mountain, Cowles Mountain, Mt. Helix, and Mt. San
Miguel were islands. In the Pliocene period southern California was covered

by a tropical jungle of which the palm trees and the wild bamboo on the west

side of the desert are relicts. Then in the Pleistocene the cHmai0 grew coter

and the polar ice cap came as far south as the Columbia River. The islands

which were formerly connected with the mainland and therefore had a similar

flora and fauna began to sink. As the climage grew colder, the inhabitants of

the islands had to modify themselves to fit the new environment or become
extinct. The inhabitants on the mainland had not only to do this, but also to

compete with an influx of invaders driven south by the advancing ice. Thus

the modern inhabitants of the islands are the modified descendents of the

primitive population, while those of the main land show a large proportion of

exotic forms.

Among the primitive molluscs found on the islands is a peculiar slug called

Binneya notabUis in which the shell is greatly reduced and resembles an

abalone shell in form without the holes. The genus Miararionta is also

represented by a multiplicity of species quite unlike those of the mainland.

And of those on the mainland the subgenus from west of the mountains Is

altogether unlike those from the desert. Presumably these were all alike

during, the Pliocene.

Dr. Newcomb assembled a large collection from the west coast, as well as

from the islands of the south sea, which he eventually sold to Cornell

University, and of which he remained the custodian for many years.

Dr. Newcomb was a physician by occupation. On one occasion he was

called to attend a man in Oakland who was suffering from smallpox. He
turned out to be a resident of San Diego by the name of Henry Hemphill^ a

bricklayer by trade, and it was he who built the Horton Heuse, the oldest hotel

in San Diego. But he only worked at his trade long enough to finance a

prospecting trip into the wilds of Utah or kJaho, where he would remain until
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his supplies were exhausted, when he would return to San Diego and take up
his work again. There is no record that he ever found any ore. It was on
such a trip that he contracted the smallpox. When Dr. Newcomb found out

what his occupation was, he began to talk shells with him, with the result that

as Mr. Hemphill recovered from one fever he contracted another that was
incurable, and he spent practically all the rest of his life hunting the elusive

snail, not only on the coast but in Kentucky, Tennessee, and the states that

border the Gulf of Mexico. At his death he had assen^bled the largest

quantity of shells tha had ever been brought together by one man.

The first man to attempt to prepare a list of all species of molluscs found

west ofthe Rocky Mountainswas Dr. John G. Cooper of Hayward, who simply

copied Carpenter's list of the marine forms, but increased Carpenter's list by

the addition of 184 species of shells from land and fresh water, which in itself is

a tremendous piece of work. This list has been the basis of alt systematic

work of a faunal nature done since.

The venerable dean of all west coast conchologists is Robert Edwards

Carter Stearns. If we judge him by the honors conferred upon his scientific

institutions, or by the number of specie that bear his name, or by the

votuminousness and general excellence of his writings, we will have to

concede that he was the most scholarly of all those who have ever taken up

west coast conchology. Yet his daughter is authority for the statement that

his schooling terminated in the grammar grades. It is true that he was a

Ph.D. from the University of California, but this degree was honorary. In his

youth his talents Inclined toward art, his most ambitious work being a painting

of the Hudson River fi'oni Troy to the sea, which occupied a canvas nine feet

wide and eight hundred feet long, which he exhibited and finally sold.

In 1854 he became interested In copper mining, and for four years lived on

Lake Superior. Then he settled in San Francisco, becoming editor of a

religious weekly, in which vigorously attacked slavery, and together with

Thomas Starr King he is generally credited with having saved California for the

Union. There seems to be some doubt as to whether this periodical was

called the Pacific Congregationalist or the Pacific Methodist, but Dr. Stearns

was a Unitarian, perhaps the religion of the sheet he edited echoed more of

his theology than that of the owner.

His interest in public affairs tasted all his life, and ir> his last years he

opposed the Boer War, the annexation of the Philipplhes, and the growing

tendency toward militarism in the United States with the same vigor with which

he opposed slavery in his youth. In 1862 he was appointed deputy clerk of

the supreme court of the state, and in 1874 was made secretary of the state

university under president Gilman. Later he held positions with the Fish

Commission, the National Museum, and the Geological Survey, for whom he

did a great deal of work in New Jersey and in Florida, He died in Los

Angefes in 1909 In his 83rd year,

No survey of west coast conchology would be complete without some
mention of Dr. William Healey Dall, for so many years connected with the staff

of the Geological Survey, the National Museum, and theWagner Free Institute
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of Science. Dr. Dall's interest in shells dates back to the time of the laying of

the Atlantic cable. In the early days this cable broke so many times that the

Western Union considered abandoning it altogether, and laying a cable

across the Pacific instead. Bering Strait is only sixty miles wide, but is

frequently choked with ice, but the Aleutian Islands offer the possibility of a
chain of cables, no one link of which need be over two hundred miles long.

The advantage offered by these routes is obvious when compared with the

two thousand and odd mile stretch between Newfoundland and Ireland.

Consequently, some time in the six ties the Western Union sent two

expeditions into the north Pacific, one to map the shores of Siberia, and the

other to do the same for Alaska.

A few years later the Atlantic cable was made practical, and the Pacific

expeditions were recalled, but not until each had accomplished an unforseen

result. The Siberian expedition was in charge of George Kennan, who
became interested in the Russian penological system, which he exposed so

effectively that he was never allowed to enter Siberia again, while the Alaskan

expedition under Dail made a complete survey of every harbor in Alaska, and

also assembled the most complete collection of shells that had ever been

made on that coast. As a result of his accomplishments with shells he was
loaned by the Geological Survey to the National Museum, which he served as

curator for over half a century, and while there compiled a list of marine

molluscs found between Point Barrow and San Diego, in which one species

out of every three was named either by Dall himself or by his assistant Dr. Paul

Baftsch. This list is of course not complete today - it is fifteen years old -

but it is an indispensible aid to anyone working in this field. Dall's most

significant contribution to the science, however, is his work on the tertiary

mollusca of Florida, in which he proposes a new classification of bivalves

based on the hinge structure.

The man who undoubtedly did more than anyone else to popularize the

study of conchology on the coast was Professor Josiah Keep. He was born

at Paxton, Massachusetts, in 1849, and in 1874 graduated from Amherst. A
generation earlier Charles B. Adams, who compiled the catalog of Panama
shells already referred to had graduated from the same college which

subsequently became the custodian of his collection, and it was doubtless

this contact that determined Professor Keep's life work.

In 1877 he settled in the bay region of San Francisco, where he began his

career as a teacher - one year at Golden Gate Academy, seven years in the

Alameda High School, and twenty six years at Mills College. He was also for

a time president of the Isaac Lea chapter of the Agassiz Association, and

curator of Geology and Mollusca at the California Academy of Sciences, that

pioneer institution with fog shrouding the lower levels. One cannot

appreciate the San Francisco fog unless one has appreciated h. When
Cabrillo sailed past the Golden Gate in 1542 he didn't see it because it was

obscured by the fog. In the following centuries pioneer explorers of

England, Russia, Spain, Denmark, and probably Norway and Japan, all

passed it without suspecting its existance. It was finally discovered by a

party of Franciscans who were walking from Mexico City to Monterey and had

gotten lost. But Professor doesn't go back into history. He impresses the
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thickness of the fog on his reader's mind by telling a story about a friend of his,

a sea captain, who sailed along the coast, thinking he was about five miles

from shore. All at once the fog lifted, for a few seconds only, and he saw a
clothes line with the weeks wash hanging out. Although these danger
signals were white, theywere as effective as if they had been old fashioned red

underflannels, and the captain threw his helm over and made for the open
sea. A few minutes more and he would have been on the rocks. Then
Professor Keep ends the story by remarking "What a good thing that it

happened to be Monday!" Such a story has no place in a scientific treatise,

but it is effective here because It grips the imagination of the reader, who feels

that Bolinas is no longer merely a name on a map but a real place to which he
too may go some day to collect shells.

These are examples of Professor Keep's own literary style. His book is

made doubly pleasant reading, however, by the inclusion of quotations with

which the reader is already familiar from such sources as the Bible, Bishop

Berkeley, Gray's Elegy in a Country Churchyard, and the poem which

declares that "the heathen Chinee is peculiar."

It is not so generally known that Professor Keep was also a poet, and
perhaps there could be no more appropriate way to end a discourse of this

nature than by quoting in full one of his lesser known essays in this field.

THE SEA SHELL'S ANSWER.

O sing m& a song, lovely child of the sea.

For my heart seeks to fathom the deep mystety;

And 1 long for the story thy cold lips could tell

Of the forces that made thee a tjeautiful shell.

O sing of the life that fashioned thy form

With such wonderful grace, and with colors so warm
Has dyed thy pur marbles, that radiant they shine

Like Imprisoned sunbeams; say. was that life thine?

Did thy frail mollusk know, as he fashioned his cell

He was building a palace within which to dwell?

Did his cold heart beat quicker as each added line

Made thy beauty more perfect? Was his Joy like mine?

Then the fair shell replied^ Long ago It was said

That the skeptic would doubt though one rose from the dead.

Your questions are right and the answers are plain

But approach me with faith or your search will t>e vain.

Seek for what Is revealed, nor with less l>e content .

For with every fair form a true message is sent

Could the dull mollusk know what to you Is so plain?

Or could beautiful lines bring him aught of gain?

Lo, a Power divine In all nature is found;

A Power omniscient, unfailing, profound;

A great Heart thai loves beauty, and order, and light,

In the flowers. In the shells, \n the stars of the night.

And this Power divine, this Heart wondrous kind,

Bids us work out a message to each human mind.

So we build as He guides us. and happy Is he

Who can read God's great thought In the shells of the sea

In the preparation of this talk I desire to acknowledge with thanks assistance

received from Dr. George Wharton James, Dr. Henry A. Pilsbry, Dr. Fred

Baker, and Mr. John Davidson,

[ed. - Original text for 5311/5 talk available in San Diego Public Library.]



On the Tongan Reefs
021186 PM Neiafu, Vava'u Island, Kingdom of Tonga.
Bob Purtymun

After a shower, a little lunch, and a short nap Wes and I caught one of

the local taxis for a ride up to David's house to check out his shell

collection, and jewelry manufacturing business. By now the wind had
shifted to come in from the south west and had dropped in force to about

30 knots. The hurricane had passed us by without any serious damage.

In Neiafu, David is known as David "Canada," in deference to his birth

place. Restless after school he dad drifted for a while and ended up with

a teaching job in Neiafu, on Vava'u Island, in the Kingdom of Tonga.

This is 3300 miles from Honolulu. Honolulu is 2600 miles from San
Francisco. Who knows how far San Francisco is from his Canadian

birthplace. About half way around the world? The locals have adopted

him as one of their own. His address is very simple, just: "Take me to

David Canada's house."

The front three rooms of his house are devoted to his business. Shell

collection, display room, and jewelry manufacturing. The back of the

house and top floor are living areas. He has a number of old electric

motors which he has adapted to use grinding and cutting wheels. The

motors appear to be cast-off from washers, dryers, etc. Here is a sample

of improvising in its highest form. An extremely valuable asset to have in

the South Pacific Islands where everything is in short supply, or not

available. We couldn't even buy a simple thing like a crowbar. Wes
forgot to bring his and I lost mine on the second dive. The motors are

set-up on a series of work benches where several of the local young men

cut, shape, drill and polish the black coral. Each bead, pendant, or

figure is a unique article. Beads are graded to make beautiful necklaces,

pendants shaped for gold chains, and figures are carved for brooches

and earrings. Shells are used in much the same way, but it is the black

coral that really takes my eye.

In the shell room there is an excellent display of the local Mitra family.

Several shells of each species are placed in plastic bags and stapled to a

sheet of plywood. Near each bag is a small card with the name of the

shell and the location where that shell was usually found. Many other

shells both common and rare were displayed in show cases and on

shelves around the room.

Next month we'll be off to Mounu Island. We are planning a dive on

the outside of the fringing reef if the area looks good.

S&SL 20(5): "'S



Reply to Lee.
by Charles E. Bowen
California State Polytechnic University

Chemistry, School of Science
3801 W. Temple Avenue
Pomona. CA 91768-4032

In reply to Lee's criticisms of my article "Shelling in Truk Lagoon" (Shells

and Sea Life Dec. 1 986), 1 would like to make the following comments. The
cone and finger shells were taken live and were in excellent condition. To.

identify them, I used two books that covered the South Pacific which are listed

at the end of the article. Since Kwajalein Atoll is relatively close to Truk and

the book covers a larger area than just Kwajalein, I decided to use it as a

principle reference.

With regard to the finger shell, I could easily "key" It to Lambis crocata (Link,

1 807) orL lambis vis-S-vis L. crocata. The fingers in my shell were certainly

not short and stubby but were long and moderately narrow. In addition, the

finger at the anterior end of the shell is straight or slightly hooked in L lambis,

whereas it is "hooked quite markedly" in L crocata. The anterior end finger

is curved almost 60 degrees, although this does not show up as pronounced

in the Truk Lagoon photograph. Since I was to return to Micronesia in the

summer of 1 987, 1 added to my reference books 'Shells of the Philippines" by

Springsteen & Leobrera. In plate 16 of this reference are picturedof L
lambis and L crocata. Using this book, I would concur with Lee that the

Truk shell is Lambis lambis.

With regard to the cone shell, I "keyed" it down to either Conus distans

(Hwass, 1 792) or 0. vexiHum (Gmelin, 1 791 ) in the Kwajalein book. It looked

closer to C. distans than C. vexillum. The size range listed was up to 4

inches for C. vexillum and up to 4.5 inches for C. distans. My shell measured

just under 4.5 inches (1 16mm). In addition, the body whorl resembled the

picture of C. distans not C. vexillum. The colored photo in the second

reference showed dark chocolate brown striations on the body whorl that

clearly were not present. Also the length to width ratio appeared less than

my shell, more in line with the C. distans shown next to it. The maculations

on the spire are like C. vexillum yet not exactly since they are not randomly

arranged as shown but like my shell where they were radially arranged. For

these reasons, I placed the shell in G. distans. Nevertheless, on page 236 in

"Shells of the Philippines" there is a C. vexillum that best resembles the Truk

cone.

With regard to the haliotid shell, the following facts are pertinent. The

abalone shell is moderately worn and chipped, especially at the columella. I

keyed the specimen from allometric measurements that I made from

photographs of a Los Angeles County Museum specimen, from H. pustulata

(Reeve, 1 846) in Sally Kaicher's cards and from a specimen in my collection.

The results from those measurements were closer to the Truk shell than they

were to the H. ovina (Gmelin, 1791) that I have in my collection and from the

Kaicher card of H. ovina. Since another collector had questioned the correct
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keying of the Truk specimen, \ attempted to size bracket the Tmk shell by
collecting from relatively nearby atolls last summer. To date, I have collected

H. ovina from Ponape (6), and Yap (5) that bracket the shell from Truk Lagoon
In size. In addition, I received a gift of H. ovina from Fiji (3). The Truk shell

has several characterisitics that are similar to these H. ovina yet there are also,

I believe, significant differences. Lee has pointed out one, a smaller spire.

In addition, the shell is more pustular, lacks spiral cords or striae, has a spire

that Is less than one-fifth from the margin compared to the shell length, and
spire height is less than shell height. The siphonal apertures are elevated

and considerably larger than the H. ovina shells. There is no apparent wear
to account for the increased size. Also the dorsal coloring is a bright,

chocolate brown while the H. ovina from Ponape, Yap and Fiji range from

green to a duller brown color, but this dissimilarity may be due to differences

in diet or some other environmental factor. There are also other subtle

differences that warrant further study.

An examination of the line drawings ("Conchologica Iconica', Reeve 1846)

and drawings with descriptions In the "Manual of Conchology", volume XII by
Pilsbry, reveal a dorsal sculpturing more like that of H. ovina. Yet the Truk

shell dimensions are closer to those of H. pustulata. Other species such as

H. varia (Linn6, 1758) and H. ruber (Leach, 1814) were considered, but they

were rejected for a variety of form, sculpture and size reasons. In niy

opinion, the Truk Lagoon haliotid will require a fuller examination and study of

indigenous specimens before final conclusions are warranted.

Although I've had to consume a generous portion of humble pie for my
errors, the experience has been very educational for me. For example, line

drawings, black-white photographs and descriptions are helpful but a good
quality color picture of a typical specimen is best.

Need information?

call: i-800-53SHELL .^sf.
(or 707-822-1024) C^^ K«'* jl

Our FREE referral service will help P* ^
you solve your problem!

a free service of SheUs and Sea Life



A Week in Bali
by Catherine Baker

\n March of 1982, 1 spent a week in Bali while enroute to Maiaysia. That's

not much time to see a country, but then, I hadn't gone there to see the

country,

I spent rny first evening in the lovely, lavish Bali Hyatt in Sanur, on the

southwest corner of the, island. The Hyatt is very expensive by Balinese

standards, but the best thing about staying there is that it fronts a fantastic

reef. This is iriteresting right from the beach, whereas many reefe don't have

much to see until you have v/alked out quite a ways.

I donned rny "reef walkers* arid set off. The tide was almost out so it was a

good time for shelling. There were Balinesewomen scattered over the reef -

they were taking the roe from a certain type of urchin. The sarong-clad

women wore sandals and had doth wrapped around their fingers. They

were very cheerful and eager to show off their roe. I just had to wonder what

it sold for, to pay for their time spent in not too pleasant circumstances,

walking amongst the thousands of potentially dangerous urchins.

I saw about six different types of urchins, plenty of sea cucumbers and five

or six varieties of sea ctars, including Blue Linkia and Pincushion. There

were several types of brittle stars and a tittle brown-and-white eel. There was

brain coral, yellow coral, blue coral and much more.

The strangest thing I saw was later identified as belonging to the Class

Holothuria In the Phylum Echinodermata. The weirdest echinoderm I've

ever seen! Itwas a cross between a snake and a sea slug. It had a few odd

'whiskers" or feelers - these seemed to help it feed and to grope its way along

the bottom. The echinoderm was two feet long, but if you touched it, it

withdrew to half that length, ft was a brown and white calico. I also found

little cowries, small cone shells, small monkey-eared abatones, but actually

the reef was pretty well picked over.

t went snorkeling the nex day, but the current was very strong and the

visibility wasn't more than 15 feet. Few results today.

On the third day [ went over the mountains to the north coast. The day

starts early in Kalibukbuk, on the north shore. By six a.m. a regular stream of

traffic is already on course to Singaraja, Bali's ancient capital. I awoke to the

sounds of honking car horns (they honk all the time, whether they need to or

not) mixed with Balinese pop music blaring from the car radios. The roads

are narrow and elevated, running between thatched huts and rice fields.

Outside my room in my "Lossman" (Ayoda Accomodation), an old man
collected the fallen leaves into a basket, which explained why the rocky

walkways had the look of a Zen garden. Nothing was out of place. There

were caged birds, and carp in the pond, Balinese instruments and antiques

decorated the rooms. Meals were sen/ed on the private porch off each
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room, but the bathroom, with its trough of cold water for taking a shower or

flushing the toilet, was shared by all the guests.

I was up early for breakfast and had only to step out the gate to catch a

"Bembo", a covered pick-up truck with seats along the sides, to ride a short

way down the coast to go snorkeling. By eight a.m., I was shooting out in an

outrigger about a mile to the reef. Each morning my boatman took me to a

different spot. The water was very clear here on the north coast, and much
calmer than at Sanur. Along the edge of the reef, I could see sixty or seventy

feet down the slope - twice as far as in Hawaii. (At most of my other stops in

Malaysia, or Australia or Hawaii, the reef was between eight and fifteen feet

deep.) It was fun to swim up against the mild current and float back across

the reef.

The fish and shells were breathtaking. I went out for four days in a row,

and each day I found things I hadn't seen before. The most exciting was the

Haliotis, for I had heard from my friend Kit Stewart that not much is known

about them. In this area I found H. ovina, H. crebbrisculpta and H. varia all

over D.O.B. in ten feet of water. I was delighted. Besides the Haliotis, I

found Angaria, Cypraea isabella, C. talpa, C. argus, C. aselus, C. errones, C.

iabroiineata, C. cameoia, C. lynx and C. cylindrica, all D.O.B.

I also found Conus coronatus, Cerithium asperum, Turbo chrysostoma,

Strombus labiatus, S. aurisdianae, Vexillum exasperatum and Trochus

lacinatus. There were plenty of Oliva reticulata and O. annulata, all over the

beach. I even found a few things I still haven't been able to identify.

Even though I saw more fish on the Great Barrier Reef, I have to say my
snorkeling in Bali was the most delightful and magical I have ever done. It

was the easiest, least expensive, best shelling and the best water conditions.

What more could I ask for?

[ed. - This article provided by Tom Rice.]
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More on Byne's Disease
by WiUem J. Kolff
The University of Utah
Division of Artificial Organs
Department of Surgury
Dum)<e Building 535
San Lake City, UT 84112.

Dear Mr. Davies:

My wife, who takes care of the seashells at the University of Utah's Museum
of Natural History, and I very much enjoyed your article, "Fighting Byne's

Disease" as it was reprinted from the American Conchologist in Shells and

Sea Life, October, 1987.

It is an interesting and well-written article. However, would you please allow

me a question. You quoted a sentence from the original code of shell

collectors; they promoted a 'light coating of mineral oil." You warned against

olive oil which becomes rancid and attracts insects.

I am afraid that mineral oil should not be the last word. I remember that in

the early 1 900's, an extremely gifted painter in the Netherlands, used mineral oil

to mix his colors. The painter later died of tuberculosis and all his paintings

"sagged." The mineral oil never hardened and the entire painting would

slov^^y drip down the canvas.

Shells, coated with mineral oil, will not drip down, but mineral oil (although a

pure form of it may be rather inert), to the best of my knowledge is not resistent

to certain bacteria. Remember than an oil spill, which certainly contains

mineral oil, terrible as it may be, disappears by the action of local bacteria in a

relatively short time.

I am not a painter, but I believe that the old masters used linseed oil; and you

know how well many of the old paintings have been preserved. In the

Netherlands, house painters also use linseed oil. There a carpenter was

allowed to drop the wooden part of his old-fashioned plane into the linseed oil.

After it was taken out, it became very hard and extremely resistant to wear.

Many old paintings have retained their colors very well, even when theywere

exposed to light. We are all chagrined by the fact that shells lose their color,

and that is the reason why my wife keeps them in the dark. I wonder what

would be the reason agains using linseed oil to preserve shells. When linseed

oil dries out, it becomes too hard to be palatable for bacteria, and it might or

might not help to preserve the color.

j would be grateful to receive a reply on your thoughts on this matter.
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Driftllne incorporates notes from letters and conversations. Material here is not deemed
'published* for scientific purposes, rather 'personal communications.' Rease contact the
originator for futher Information.

from Seattle, Washington
In April of 1 986 f vacationed at Los Cabos in Baja California. After hearing

so much about Baja from the Arizona shelters and fromthe nudibranch

contingent I decided to go there on sort of "busman's holiday" as most of my
vacations are. The weather was hotter than I expected, the people nicer, the

prices cheaper, and the waves bigger. 1 confronted Sally Lightfoot face-to-

face and met ghost crabs finger-to-pincer. While snorkeling I found my very

first cone shell (C. brunneus) and my first cowry (C. annettae) - hey, I'm fi-om

the cold North where we don't have these "exotic" shells! I spent most of my
time wandering the beaches and tidepools and snorkeling. Highlight was
playing with some beatjtiful purple-variegated octopus at Cabo Pulmilla,

probably O. hubbsorum, according to Brusca's book. Altogether an
interesting, enjoyable, restful vacation. Next year: Loreto. - Roland Anderson,

The Seattle Aquarium, Pier 59, Waterfront Park, Seattle, WA 98101.

in Memoriam
Veronica Parker Johns, New York, died April 14, 1988, at the age of 87,

Ben Bates, Miriam Vale, Australia, died In July, 1987.

from Long Island, New York
The Long island Shell Club is nearing completion of a monograph of the

shells of Long island. - Al)e Cohen, c/o victim sendees Agency, 89-31 161st St, Jamaica, NY
11432.

from Palo A!to, California
Dr. Gene Coan is busy researching the Thracia species. He has been

gathering material from museums and individuals and would welcome
additional material. Something like 7 species appear new so far. He is also

spending time editing material for Malacologia. - Dr. Gene Coan, 89i San Jude Ave.,

Palo Alto, CA 94306.

from the Editors
We welcome your calls on our new toll free line: 1-800-537-4355. Sorry,

the line is not available in California or outside the U.S. It does work in

Puerto Rico, Alaska and Hawaii. Call to order books, to tell us about current

events, or just to say hi!

Sally & I have been busy as anything getting our printing and bindery

operations set up to produce Shells and Sea Life. We still haven't solved

all of the problems with paper type, ink chemistry and plates. The early

responses have allbeen verypositive and we believe we are finallymoving in

the right direction. Please let us know what you like. We decided to

increase the type size for the columns in most cases and we will be doing

editior's comments here along with outside comments and notes.

We have finally managed sinother small printing of "Mollusks of Alaska."

Our apologies to those ofyou who had to wait while we got out the magazine

issues. We also sent out a partial list ofbooks we have on hand. We hope
to print up 24 page sections frequently for those ofyou who are interested in

publications. We will send tfjese out with book orders. We welcome your

want lists and will respond immediately to all those including a 6'x 9' self-

addressed-stamped envelope or $1 for postage ($2 overseas air). In the
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past month we have added over 1000 additional titles to the list.

One of our subscribers, has donated some 'extra' shells from her
collection. We don 't sell shells but we are very interested In helping people
obtain books or shells for their research and enjoyment. The only reason
we started with literature was to have needed reference material available

and we continue to list small items that no 'Dealer' can afford to list so that

important research material finds a happy home. As a temporary solution,

send us a donation of shell books or reprints and we will send you an
assortment of the 'extra' shells we have with as much data as is available.

Indicate what type of collection you have so that we can try to send shells that

match your desires. If you have no excess literature, a small donation for

postage & packing will be appreciated. If others wish to donate shells or
literature, simply ship the material to us prepaid.

Robert Robertson is retiring and reducing his hours at the Philadelphia

Academy of Sciences. Ian Loch and Phil Coleman have been named co-

editors for the Malacological Society ofAustralia publications. Harry Lee is

collecting in Thailand during early May with people from tho Florida State

Museum. Don Cadien is v/orking with SCAMITand doing quite a bit ofstudy

of Philine from the California coast. David Hutchinson is spending a
tremendous amount of time getting his new bookstore open in Seattle.

Shirley Bates is working to get Sterkiana together for publication. John
Bates is spending full time doing consulting work. Hans Bertsch recently

married. Rae Baxter is out at fish camp. He will be coming through Areata

sometime during May. Chris Garvie is trying to get some fossil collecting

and research done in his spare time. Don Shasky, Kirstie Kaiser and others

have recently returned from the Galapagos and Cocos Island. Bert Draper
is visiting Utah to photograph some of the material. Ray Sutton has been
purchasing books around the East Coast in preparation for his next catalog.

W. Backhuys spent several days in Australia early this year including some
extra time for an airline strike on the return trip. Dave Behrens has been
named a Fellow of the California Academy of Sciences. Dave is spending a
lot of time working to get their horse ranch going near Paso Robles,

California. Jim Lance has been hospitalized recently. Don Hahn is selUng

up his ranch property in Arizona. Helen DuShane is recovering well from her

hip-replacement. Dick Petit is very busy putting together the AMU meeting
for this Summer. Druid Wilson is in Florida doing research. Ashraf Virji has
recently imported some corals he is working to identify. Russell Ciochon is

preparing for almost two months in China, Burma, Thailand and India doing

anthropological research.

— I ottttn juHOnia.
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JUNE, 1988
Society for the Preservatfon of Natural History Collections, 1988 Annual Meeting, May 30 -

June 3. The Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania Contact:
Duane A. Schlltter or Stephen L Williams, Section of Mammals, Tlie Carnegie Museum of
Natural History, 5800 Baum Blvd.. Pittsburgh, PA 15206. (412) 665-2611,

QSA Annual Meeting. Abstract deadline, June. Write: Abstracts Coordinator, 3300 F^nrose
Place. PO Box 9140. Boulder. CO 80301.

American Malacologlcal Union Annual Meeting, June 1 9-24, Charleston. SC. Radisson Francis
Marlon Hotel. Symposia: "Applications of Nucleic Acid Techniques to Molluscan
Systematlcs," 'Systematics and Evolution of Non-marine Mollusks* and 'History of

Malacology." Contact: Richard E Petit. PO. Box 30. N. Myrtle Beach, SC 29582. (803) 249-
1651.

Salori International du Coqulllage. 7th Annual Show. June 18-19, Lutry, Switzerland. Contact:
Dr. Ted Baer. CH-1602. La Croix, Switzerland.

JULY, 1988
3rd International Symposium on Marine Brogeography & Evolutloh In the Pacific, June 26-

July 9. University of Hong Kong. 5 symposia including Cenozolc Pacific Marine Invertebrates

& Indo-Paclfic Molluscan Blogeography & Evoiutiori. Sponsored by the Western Society of

Naturalists. Contact D.H. Montgomery for details.

XII*'' International Exhibition of Malacology, July 1-August 31. Shells from all over the world,
held In Cupra Marlttlma (A. P.), along the Adriatic Coast of Italy. Important exhibition;

Includes shell sales. Contact: Mostra Mbndiale Malacologia, T. e V. CosslgnanI, Via
Adrlatlca Nord 240, 63012 CUPRA MARITTIMA. A. P.. Italy.

2nd European Meeting on Uttorlnld Biology, July 4-8, StrSmstad, Sweden. Contact: Kerstln

Janson, Bo Johannesson or Marianne Saur, TjarnS Marine Biological Laboratory. Pf. 2781 , S-

452 00 SlrSmstad, Sweden.

Conchologlsts of America, July 1 1-15. Hosted by the Southwest Rorlda Conchologlcal Society

at the Sheraton Hartxjr Place. Fort Myers, Rorlda Gene Hert>ert & Af Brtdell, General
Convention Co-Chairmen. Contact: Phyllis & Bernard Ptpher, 1116 N Street, Tekamah, NE
68061.

CIAC Workshop/Symposium, Systematlcs & Blogeography of Cephalopods, July 11-25,

Washington, DC. To be held at Smithsonian instituHon and George Washington University.

Contact: Dr. Clyde F.E. Roper, Division of Mollusks, Department of Invertebrate Zoology,

National Museum of Natural History. Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20560.

Western Society of Malacologlsts2lst Annual Meeting^ July 17-21. Sonoma State University.

Contact: M.J. James, Dept. of Geology, Sonoma State University, Rbhnert Park, CA 94928,

(707) 664-2301 or 664-2334.

INTERRAD 1988- 1st International Conference on Radiolaria, July 18-20, Marburg, Germany.
Contact: R. Schmidt-Effing, Interred Conference, Dept. of Geosciences. Phlltpps-UniveFSltat;

Lahnberge. D-3550 Marburg. Federal Republic of Germany.

ECOS V, 5th European Conodont Symposium, July 21-August t, Frankfurt, Germany.
Contact: W. Zlegler, Senckenberg, Museum, Freinkfurt, Federal Republic of Germany.

Kepple Bay Shelf Show, July 23-24. Contact: Keppel Bay Shell Club, P.O. Box 5166.

Rockhampton Mali Centre. Queensland, Australia 4072.

Symposium of the International Association for the Study of Fossil Cnldarle, July 25-29,

Brisbane, Australia. Contact: J.S. Jell, Dept. of Geology. University of Queensland, St Lucia
Queensland, Austreilla 4067.

AUGUST, 1988
Sixth International Coral Reef Symposium, August 8-12, Townsville, Australia Contact: D.H.

Montgomery (805) 756-2446.

5th International Symposium on the Ordovlclan System, August ^12, St. John's,

Newfoundland, Canada Contact: C.R. Bames, V Ordoviclan System Symposium^ Dept. of

Earth Sciences. Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's. Newfoundland, Ceinada

A1B 3X5. (709) 737-8143.

Indianapolis Shell Show, August 13-14, Glendale Malt Contact: Carl R Sahlberg. 7826
Camberwood Dr., Indlahapolls, IN 46268.

XIHth Infernatlonat Seaweed Symposium, August 13-19, University of British Columbia
Vancouver, B.C., Canada Under the auspices of the Intemalipnal Seaweed Association, an
affiliate of the International Association of Biological Oceanography. Contact: The
Secretariat, Xlllth Internalionat Seaweed Symposium, 801 - 750 Jen/Is Street, Vancouver,

Britistf Columbia Canada V6E 2A9v

PalaeontotogTcal Association, Geological Society of London & International Commission on
the Uthosphere. Paleozoic Blogeography and Paleogeography. August 14-1 9, 1988. Oxford,

England. Contact: Christopher R. Scotese, 4425 Betty Street, Bellaire, TX 77401 (713) 663-
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2688 2£W. S. McKerrow, [)ept. Earth Science, Parks Road, Oxford, England 0X1 3PR (0865)
272000.

3rd international Phycological Congress, August 14-20. Monash University. Australia.

Contact: D.H. Montgomery (805) 756-2446.

5th Annual Midyear Meeting of the Society of Economic Paleontologists and Mineralogists,
August 21 -24, Columbus. Ohio. Contact: SEPM, PO Box 4756, Tulsa, OK 741 59-0756. (91 8)
743-9765.

Willi Hennig Society Meeting, August 23-27, Stockholm, Sweden. Contact: Dr. Kare Bremer,
Swedish Museum of Natural History. PO Box 50007. S-104 05 Stockholm, Sweden.

SEPTEMBER, 1988
Canadian Paleontology & Biostratigraphy Seminar, September 23-25, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Contact: R.J. Ellas, Dept. Geological Sciences, University of Manitoba, Canada R3T 2N2.

II International Symposium of The Society of Avian Paleontology and Evolution (SAPE),
Septeml>er 28-30, Los Angeles. California Contact: K.E Campbell, Natural History
Museum of Los Angeles County, 900 Exposition Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90007.

OCTOBER, 1988
American Academy of Underwater Sciences (AAUS), 8th Annual A.A.U.S. Scientific Diving

Symposium 'Advances In Underwater Science... 1988.', September 29 - Octot>er 2,

Scripps institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, California. Contact: John M. Duffy, Dept. of

Rsh & Game, 1350 Front St. - Room 2041, San Diego, CA 92101, (619) 237-7312.

NOVEMBER, 1988
Geological Society of America, Annual Meeting, October 30 - November 3, Denver. Colorado.

Centennial Celebration of the founding of 6SA Contact: Abstracts Coordinator. 3300
Penrose Race, (=0 Box 9140, Boulder. CO 80301.

Latin-American Malacological Congress, Call, Colombia. Contact: Dr. Jeiime R. Cantera K.,

Comlte Organlzador I Cong/eso, Latino-americano de Malacologla. Universidad del Valle,

Depeulamento de Biologia. AA No. 25360, Ceiil, Colombia Sur Amerk^a

Hawaiian Malacological Society, Novemt>er 10-13, Combined Shell Show and Auction.

Contact: Hawaiian Malacological Society. Inc., P.O. Box 22130, Honolulu, HI 96822.

Training Course: Databases in Systematics, Southampton Unlverlsty, U.IC Sponsored by the

Systematics Association. Organized by Dr. S. Hollis. Dept. of Biology, Building 44, The
University, Southampton S09 5NH, U.IC

DECEMBER, 1988
Western Society of Naturalists, Annual Meeting, December 27-30, San Francisco, California

Joint Meeting with American Society of Zoologists, American Microscopical Society.

International Association of Astacology, Society of Systematic Zoology. San Francisco

HHton & Towers. Contact: David H. Montgomery, Dept. Biological Sciences, California

Polytechnic Stale University, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407. (805) 756-2446.

MARCH, 1989
The Murchison Symposium, an intemallonal Symposium on the Silurian System, March 28 -

April 9. University of Keele, U.K. Contact: M.G. Bassette. DepL of Geology, National

Museum of Wales, Cardiff CF1 3NP. U.K.. phone 0222-397951.

JUNE, 1989
American Malacological Union/Western Society of Malacolgists Joint Meeting, June 25-30,

Los Angeies, California

JULY, 1989
28th International Geological Congress, July 9-19, Washington, DC. Contact: Bruce B.

Hanshaw, Secretary General, PO Box 1001. Herndon. VA 22070.

International Society tor Invertebrate Reproduction, Meeting, July 23-28, Nagoya Japan.

Contact: Secretariat, 5fh ICIR, Biological Laboratory, Tokyo institute of Technology, O-

okayama Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan.

AUGUST, 1989
10th International Malacological Congress, August 27 - Septemt>er 2. TQblngen. Federal

Republic of Germany. Information: Dr. Claus Meier-Brook, President, Unltas Malacologica

Tropenmed. Inst. d. Univ., Wllhelmstr. 31. D-7400 TQblngen. Federal Republic of Germany.

SEPTEMBER, 1989
Canadian Paleontology & Biostratigraphy Seminar. September, Halifax, Nova Scotia Contact:

G.L Williams. Atlantic Geosclence Centre, Bedford institute of Oceanography, Box 1006,

Dartmouth, NS, Canada B2Y 4A2.

if we have missed an event that you are aware of please excuse us, and send the Information.
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Rates: $1 per line, per month, prepaid.

FOR SALE

World Wide Sea Shells for collectors.

Free Price List. SeaGems. 2002 Meirgaret Drive.

Wichita Falls, TX 76306

Shells on Stamps -A beautiful addition toyour
shell collection! Send your want list! Jacl< &
Myma Golden - Golden Philatelies, P.O. Box
484. Cedarhurst. NY 11516

Worldwide Seashells - Bargains for t>egin-

ners. Send stcimp for list. Southeeistem Mineral

Co., 826 S. Ingraham Ave, Ijikeifind, FL 33801

Hardwood Stands - Brass Labels: The Ul-

timate Specimen Display, For information, write
or phone: Eagle Engraving, PO Box 3322,
Billings, IVIontana 59103 (406) 256-6124

Subscriber special! Subscribe or extend
your cun-ent subscription find receive your
choice of jmy one of the following books FREE!
1) Hinton - Guide to Sheils of Papua New
Guinea. 2) Hinton - Guide of Shells ofAustralia

3) Zeigiar & Porecca - Olive Shells of the World.

Please add $3 for U.S. shipping or$6 forforeign

shipping to your subscription ($36 plus $5
foreign surface post or $1 5 airmail) emd specify

which book you want.

Printing Specialties, Awau'd ribtxins, posters

to 16" X 24", letterheads, envelopes, tickets,

notecards, signs, napkins, bookplates, bus-
iness cards, notepads, catalogs, name tags and
many other items with shells or other natural

history specimens. Foil embossing. Personal

collection labels. Hundreds of shell illustrations

to choose from. Special illustrations made to

order. Ask us, you will like our prices. We do
the small Jobs without the big printer's overhead
costs.

Panamic Shell Collection, over 3.000 lots of

shells from the Gulf of California and south to

Costa Rica. Accurate data, most specimens
self-collected over dozens of trips and many
years. Specimens in pleistic boxes with

lat>els. Sally's personal collection.

Wood cabinets also available separately,

both shell cabinets and wooden type cabinets

and cases.

New Caledonian Shells, approximately 20
shoe t)oxes full of unsorted, uncleaned shells,

primarily upper interlidai reference and study

material. Minlmeii data.

Challenge Gordon 10 x 15 press, 2 sets

rollers (set new. set ok), Morgan trucks & steel

trucks, treadle and adjustable speed motor, 4

chases (1 skeleton) - $650; Thorpe Standard
No. 2, press, new rollers, stand, 2 chases, 6x10,
right hand side lever - $750; Kluge 12 x 18, 3
chases, variable speed (needs rollers

recovered & diaphram repair on autofeed) -

$1000; Model 30 Linotype with many
magazines & spares - $750

Triumph 19" cutler with stand - $850; Easy
Kaster, 6 column with propane heater - $500;
Rouse #1 Slug Cutler, works good, heindie

end broken off - $25; Kelsey Composing
Sticks - $10 each; Small Furniture Cabinet
with furniture - $150; Infoscribe 500 Matrix
Printer, wide carriage, serial; $500; Diablo 630
with graphics boaid, tractor feeder, automatic
sheet feeder and automatic envelope feeder
(half of new price) all In excellent condtion -

$2500. Much more type and otherletterpress.

Postage & packing additional on all items.

Calt or wrlle: Shells and Sea Life, 1701
Hyland St., Bayslde, CA 95524-9302 U.S.A 1-

800-537-4355 toll free or 1-707-822-1024.

WANTED

American Seashells, 2nd edition. We
need at least 10 copies for customers and
researchers, include postpaid price.

Original Artwork illustrating mollusks.

General Office Help, typesetting, printing,

binding, editing, layout, paste-up, accounting.

We need someone to do all these jobs and more
- we simply don't have the time to do it all

without help! Strong interest in natural history

a plus. Salary and hours negotiable. We
would conskjer a student (Humboldt State

University 1 mile from here).

Natural History Books, especially conchokJtogy

or malacology. The more technical the btetter,

any language. Highest prices paid! We will

purchase or trade for single items through
entire libraries. Molluscan reprint collections

- $3 per pound; immediate payment upon
receipt - any quantity. Non-molluscan
reprints - call or y;rlte describing Items and
prices wanted.
Letterpress equipment, type, engraved cuts,

and other printing equipment. Natural history

Illustrations. Brass Benzine Cans - 2 each 1

pint cans In good condition. Also, small reglet

cabinet and medium lead/slug cabinet with

adjustable compartments. Carbide tipped, 60
tooth, 7/8" arbor circular saw blade, 6*

diameter. Brass or hard foundry type for

Kinglsey foil stamping machine, also type

holders and accessories for Kingsley,

especially bookbinders ornaments. 60pt
Brush; decorative wood type over 2"; Vinyl

bumper sticker material. Comer rounding

punch. "Hohner or other adiustable proof

press. Paper jogger to handle to 11 x 17"

stock. 26" paper cutter. Magnetic galley

clamps. Die cutting jacket, brake and
travelling brush AC motor fprSx 12 Chandler*
Price press. Paper drill. Collator, preferably

with 3-knlfe trimmer & stitcher. Stitcher.

Books on Printing & the History of Printing,

especially eariy type specimen t)ooks and
catalogs. Please quote alt.

Shells and Sea Life. 1701 Hyland St.,

Bayslde, CA 95524-9302 U.S.A 1-800-537-

4355 or 1-707-822-1024.
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Editor's Notes
The major national and international

malacological groups meet this month and
next. We hope that many of you will be able

attend one or more of the groups. You will

find they provide an unique opportunity to

meet people with similar interests. Many
lifetime friendships start at the summer
meetings.

Sally and I will be attending the Western

Society of Malacologists meeting but will be
arriving a bit late. Our daughter, Kristin will

be married on Sunday, July 17, to Mark
McGowan, at Eureka, California. Many of you remember Kristin, at the

second or third WSM meeting when she was very young.

Only a few copies of the second printing of Rae Baxter's "Mollusks of

Alaska" remain. We are going to press with 'Natural History Books 1988,"

Soft cover, 170 pages with citations and value estimates for over 3,000

publications, mainly mollusca. Printing and binding should be done before

the end of July. The prepublication price for S&SL subscribers is $9.95 for

orders received before the end of July. Prepaid orders shipped free in the

U.S. Shipping and handling additional for foreign orders and orders

received after July 31 , 1988. The regular price will be $14.95 plus shipping.

We have acquired a "perfect binding" machine so that we are able to

produce softbound books up to about 400 pages. Our preferred size is 5-

1 /2 X 8-1 /2 inches but we can produce 6 x 9" or 8-1 /2 x 1 1" or other formats.

Contact us if you have a book to publish or a good item to be reprinted. We
cannot yet produce color in-house so the. cost will be extra.

Shells and Sea Life is only possible with Sally and I doing all editing,

typesetting, pasteup, printing, folding, binding, stuffing, subscription

accounting, labeling, packaging and mailing. We intend to continue

monthly publication for years to come. If we do change our publication

schedule we will announce the fact months in advance!

We accept donations. Cash is the most directly useful; but donations of

natural history books serve two useful functions - someone else uses them ~

and the income helps us continue this service. If you cannot donate funds or

excess publications - buy some books! Major donors will be listed as

Patrons on our masthead.

Publication Fund

The following have contributed to our publication fund during the past few

weeks: Gene Coan, Pete Haaker, W.L Bushey, Paul Morey, Jim Heagy,

Sandra Millen, Gilianne & Jon Brodie, Walter Sage, III, Pete Oringer, Muriel

Jones, Lane Strope. Many thanks - Steve & Sally.
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On the Tongan Reefs
021286 PM Neiafu, Vava'u Island, Kingdom of Tonga.
Bob Purtymun

Dive #1 ; 18.44.9Sx174.05.7W Scuba to 25 feet. 97 minutes. On the

north west corner of Mounu Island. Off the fringing reef on the north west

side of Mounu Island. The deeper part of the dive was in dead coral clumps

with silty sand patches. In the shallows we found clean coarse sandy wave

rows with clumps of live coral.

During the night the hurricane had moved south and completely out of

our area. Loot<ing out over the harbor, the water was calm and glassy.

The trade winds hadn't even returned. During our usual breakfast

conference we decided on Mounu Island for the morning dive. On the

way back we would stop at Sisia Island for our afternoon dive.

The ride out through the winding channel to Mounu Island was very

pleasant, with the jungle greenery of the hills along the way sparkling is the

morning sunlight. And the ever-present brilliant white sea birds dipping

and wheeling around the boat, always on the lookout for a fish loafing

near the surface of the water. Occasionally a school of flying fish would

lift out of the water under the bow of the boat to scatter and sail away in all

directions. Surprisingly the water was crystal clear as the slit-laden storm

water had been carried away during the night by the easterly current that

continually bathe these islands.

We anchored the boat on the north west side of Mounu Island outside

the fringing reef in about 25 feet of water. Inside the reef was a shallow

lagoon about 75 yards wide. This proved to be an excellent area for the

snorkelers. The island side of the lagoon was edged by a snowy-white

sand beach backed by a tangle of low jungle. Tall palms like silent

sentinels protruded from this greenery. Here was the look of the typical

south sea island paradise.

Wes and I opted for a dive under the boat. We donned our dive gear

and drifted down through warm clear water to a somewhat dead coral

bottom with white silty sand patches here and there. Once on the bottom

I looked up and could see the bottom of the big boat, with the row boat

hanging astern. It was directly above us, about 25 feet away. Popiano

had taken the skiff with the other divers further eastward along the reef,

and planned to return and take the snorklers to the beach. We worked

inward toward the island fanning and turning coral slabs. The bottom
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changed to scattered clumps of live coral with clean coarse coral sandy

patches. When I ran out of air I was right at the face of the fringing reef,

so I poked my head through the surface of the water to look for the boat.

It was straight out, only 50 yards away, an easy swim.

It was a good shelling area, although it did not produce anything new.

Cone shells again predominated the catch, with 5 species collected. Of

special note is that the smallest Conus virgo (29 x 14mm) of my collection

was found on this dive. Following is a quote by Jerry Walls, found on the

bottom of page 945, in his cone shell book. "Juveniles (C. virgo) are

rare.' Mr. Walls goes on to say, "I am not at all sure that I could

distinguish them from juveniles of C. emaciatus.' My C. emaciatus of

this size are somewhat different.

Next month it's back to Sisia Island.

GASTROPOD

1 Conus emaciatus nn

1 C. omaria 23x12mm #7501

1 C. Virgo 29x14mm #7503 (Smallest in my collection)

1 C. arenatus #7502
1 C. vltulinus 40x23mm nn

2 Cypraea caurica nn

1 C. labrollneata #4493
1 Neocancllla papllio #4494
1 Mitra nubila #12405
2 M. fraga #12412
2 Vexlllum exasperatum #4495

1 Oliva annulata #4496
1 Tunis spectabllis nn

1 Pyrene punctata #4497
1 P. testudinaria #4498
3 P. deshayesil #4499
1 Clanculus dentlculatus #4501

1 Euchelus atratus #4500
1 ITroctius sp.

2 Latirus smargdulus nn

1 Peristemia fustulata #4503

3 Cerithlum zonatus #15032

BIVALVES

1 Codalfla divergens #4504

2 Chlamys squamosa #4505 & 4506

2 Gloriapallium pallium #4507 & nn

2 Bivalve sp. #7575
1 Bivalve sp. #4508
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from Israel

The Israel Malacological Society has suffered In the last three years several

serious setbacks, however, for the moment we have solved the problems

concerning the continuation of our publications: Levantina and Argamon.
Enclosed we are sending you three issues of our new-styled Levantina,

covering the years 1 985-1 987. In print or in an advanced state of preparation

are at this moment 3 issues of Argamon (vol. 7, nos. 6-10, vol. 8 and vol. 9)

and a first issue of Levantina for the year 1 988. All these publications will be

forwarded to you as soon as they come from the press. - henk k. mienis. Kibbutz

Netzer SerenI, 70 395 Israel.

from San Antonio, Texas
I hope those few shells I sent will be of interest to someone. Mostly, I am

very conservative in my collecting; taking only sizings or color variations, and

perhaps one or two extras. But 48 years ago, in Panama, I was new at the

game. We were stationed there twice again, since those early days, and

while I have quite an extensive collection, I have very few extras. Howevery,

the ones I have, I would be happy to share with a real collector.

I also lived in Puerto Rico for nearly 10 years, & I have a very good selection,

especially the small to mini ones. An uncle of mine - 2 or 3 times removed -

has photographed the small (mini) ones for me; he's a genius! he's 85 & he

still teaches at Berkeley, [ed. - how about sending some of the photos for

S&SL to print].

I'm now "into" fossil shells - up to my armpits - 1 chisi them out of every road

cut here in Texas. Also found 17 varieties of freshwater "clams", most of

them alive - at the marina at Carswell A.F.B. Land snails also are abundant

around here - 1 1 different ones after a "blow", under the San Luis Pass bridge.

Shelling never ends, does it? It's like a disease. The only thing that does

end, is the space in my house. My poor husband says he's shell-shocked!

Well, take care. I enjoy the magazine, & appreciate your efforts. - Muriel

Jones, 4917 Ravenswood #1602, San Antonio. TX 78227.

from Honduras
Charlotte & Brian Lloyd, Bob Lipe, Nellie Hawley, George Hapsis, Bonnie

Holiman and Harriet Hough spent 8 days on Utila, Honduras collecting and

diving recently. All returned "safely" to southern Florida.

from Gainesville, Florida
The Florida State Museum is developing a new exhibit hall which will

dedicate a significant amount of space to shell displays. Rollings College

released the Beal-Maltbie Collection to the FSM recently bringing the

museum's holdings to about 210,000 lots of shells (75% non-marine).
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Erratum
Walter Sage writes that Veronica Parker Johns' age was 81 not 87 as

published last month.

In Memoriam
Clyde Hamilton Herbert, Jacksonville, Florida, (November 4, 1900 - March

25, 1988). Mildred Neudecker, Louisville, Kentucky, died May 14, 1988 at

the age 83.

from San Diego, California
Greg Hamann just returned from collecting and diving in Saudi Arabia. He

collected 37 cone and cowry species along with other shells. We hope to

have a trip report from Greg in the near future.

from New York
It was good to hear from you a couple of weeks ago - I've been so busy that

I feel that I've been far away, another planet, maybe??
Enclosed are several items that may be of interest. I am just now making

time to start writing again and will keep you in mind - have lots I must get done
before the AMU meeting next month and the July Ft. Myers COA meeting.

Speaking of COA, Lynn Scheu is most grateful for the information on 2nd
Class Postal Rates -

1 hope we can convince the Louisville postal employees
that this is correct for the AMERICAN CONCHOLOGIST. Also, Hank
Foglino, COA Publicity Chairman, is writing an article for your July issue. -

Walter Sage, III, American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th St., New York. NY
10024-5192

from Cowichan Bay, Canada
Bill Austin has been working with gooseneck barnacles a lot lately. He is

gathering the local species, processing and shipping them to Spain as food.

from Jacksonville, Forida
Dr. Harry G. Lee has returned from the Thailand/Florida State University

Expedition. Have not yet heard how successful the trip was.

from Papua New Guinea
Richard Willan and Terry Gosliner have been doing a major survey of the

nudibranchs in the region and have come up-with over 200 species including

close to a hundred unidentified or described species. Aurora Richards has

been working with the shells according to her note in Hawaiian Shell News,
May, 1988.

from Bayside, California
Rae Baxter dropped in on May 25. He has been visiting his mother and

brother in Redding, California and will be returning to Alaska on May 30. The
bulk of this summer and fall will be spent working on his property on the Kenai

Peninsula and a multi-week research cruise to the area near Point Barrow,

Alaska.

Sally's Panamic and New Caledonian shell collections have been sold. The
buyer wishes to remain anonymous. Thanks for your interest.

John Downing came through Bayside today (May 28) on a trip from his

home in South Carolina through San Diego and up the California coast to

Gold Beach, Oregon. We enjoy meeting subscribers - please do not

hesitate to stop if you are coming through Northern California.
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Emerald Nerites
Peggy Williams, ra. 3. box 28. Sarasota, fl 33580

It's a challenge and a thrill to snorkel and look for Emerald Nerites,

Smaragdia viridis (Linnaeus, 1758) - and find them! There is a reason for

their brilliant emerald coloration with white splotches on the spire - they blend

perfectly with the blades of Turtle Grass on which they live. Collecting them
involves snorkelling with one's stomach grazing the sand and one's mask
brushing the grass and scrutinizing each blade for an incongruous bump as

the grass sways gently sways back and forth with the surge. Much easier to

find them on shore, the "greenies" (so-called in Bermuda) sparkling bright

among the mostly white shell and coralline matter of the high wash.

All the Emerald Nerites I'd ever found before last October were in South

Florida (i.e., Miami and the Keys) and the Caribbean. I was profoundly sur-

prised to find them in Panama City, Florida, far north of their usual habitat in

the warm southern waters. My astonishment is in part caused by the fact that

they are not found in intermediate areas of Florida - at least, I know for certain

that they're not in my native haunts around Tampa and Sarasota Bays!
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Still More on Byne's Disease
by F.R.E. Davies
108-4001 Mt. Symour Pkwy.

North Vancouver, B.C.

Canada V7G 1C2

Dear Dr. Kolff,

I have just received your letter of November 14, 1987, and no doubt you
have given up hope of getting an answer from me. The letter was
readdressed to me from Louisville on May 6, by Mrs. Lynn Scheu, Editor of

"American Conchologist." Since she knew that I would be in 'southern'

South America until early May, I am sure that the letter was withheld so that it

would not get lost in the huge pile of mail awaiting me when I returned.

It is unfortunate that the article which generated your letter was
foreshortened when published - now I am wondering how many other

readers have also assumed that I favor the use of mineral oil on shells. One
of the sentences deleted from the article indicated a contrary opinion.

You are correct in saying that linseed oil has long been used to preserve art

and articles made of wood, it does this by virtue of the presence of a number
of conjugated, that is alternate, double bonds between the carbon atoms of

the molecules. When raw linseed oil is heated with any of a number of

inorganic substances, known in the trade as "driers", it darkens and thickens,

and, when thin layers are exposed to air, it rapidly oxidizes to a hard,

transparent solid, that is Varnish, which has always been a "no-no" for shells.

Since it also darkens and tends to chip, and chemically reacts with many
modern artists colors, I would think that very few artists now use it. I am sure

that they all now use the available synthetic coatings, which dry by
evaporation of a solvent, usually a mixture of acetone and toluine. A typical

product is "Krylon", which is available in all artists suppy outlets. Another

sentence which was omitted from the article suggested its use on certain

shells.

However, this referred only to private collections in monsoon or similar

climates. Since Mrs. Kolff is in charge of Museum shells, I strongly

recommend that she NOT use any foreign substance on the shells. Actually

in Salt Lake City, with its very dry climate, no preservative is indicated.

I appreciate your interest in this matter, and next time ! am in the area I shall

make it a point to visit the University Museum.
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Ficus howelli
David Hunt, Gregg Farm. St. Andrew. Barbados. West Indies

Ficus tiowelli. These excessively fragile shells are rarely brought to light,

and many more fragments are found, than are whole shells. This shell

exhibits 9 rows of spots, perhaps a female individual, a form named F.

atlantica. Photo by David Hunt. Photo approximately 2.5 times life size.
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Santonian) Scaphitid Ammonites from the Western Interior of North
America: Systematics, Developmental Patterns, and Life History. Bull.

Amer. Mus. N.H. 185(2):1 17-241; 82figs; 25tbls; roy8vo. - $12

Las Conchas. 1988. March. 8p. sm4to. - $3

Las Conchas. 1988. [June] May. 8p; ill, sm4to [folios indicate May in error]. -

$3

Malacology Data Net. 1987 [Dec. 10]. Vol. 2, No. 1. 2(1 -2): 1-56; Ipl; 2figs. -$3

Marginella Marginalia. 1988 [Feb.-Mar.] p.9-26 sm4to, ill. - $3

Marquet, R., De Wilde, J.J. & Goethem, J.L.v. 1987. Enkele Besluiten uit de
"Voorlopige Atlas Van de Landslakken Van Belgie". Gloria maris
26(4):65-75; 24figs. - $3

Mienis, H.K. 1988. First record of the Parasitic Nematode, Hexamen's
albicans, from a slug in Israel. Zool. Middle East 1:156. - $3

Mienis, H.K. 1987. Abnormal, Sinistral Gastropods in the Mollusc
Collection of the hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel, 4. A sinistral

specimen of Cypraeolina clandestina (Brocchi, 1814). Bull. Soc. Intern.

Conchyl. 9(3):24-25. - $3

Mienis, H.K. 1987 [Apr.]. A Note Concerning the Nomenclature of Two
Fissureliids from Reunion. La Conchiglia 18(21 6-21 7):3; 2figs; copy. - $3

Mienis, H.K. 1987. Sphincterochila cariosa forma sinistrorsa: Found and
Lost Again. Bull. Soc. Intern. Concyl. 9(3):25. - $3

Mienis, H.K. 1987. Helicella spicina: a new species for the mollusc fauna of
Malta (Gastropoda, Pulmonata, Helicidae). Bull. Soc. Intern. Conchyl.
9(3):26-27. - $3

Mikkelsen, P.M. & Mikkelsen, P.S. 1987. Redescription oi Acteocina recta

and A. lepta, Two Species of Cephalaspidean Gastropods from the
Western Atlantic. Nautilus 101(2):51-58; 13figs; Itbl. - $3

Millen, S.V. 1985[VII-1]. The Nudibranch Genera Onchidoris and
Diaphorodoris (Mollusca, Opisthobranchia) in the Northeastern Pacific.

Veliger 28(1):80-93; lOfigs; 2tbls. [Diaphorodoris lirulatocauda sp. nov.; D.
mitsuii (Baba, 1938) comb. nov.]. - $3

Millen, S.V. 1986. Northern, primitive Tergipedid nudibranchs, with a
description of a new species from the Canadian Pacific. Can. J. Zool.

64:1356-1362; lOfigs. [Cuthona punicea sp. nov.] - $3

Naldony, J.J. 1987. Catalog 24B. 4p. - $3

The Nautilus. 1987 [Nov. 6]. Volume 101, Number 4. p. 155-206; ill. - $8

The Nautilus. 1988[IV-29]. Volume 102, Number 2. p.45-88; ill; sm4to. - $8

New York Shell Club Notes. 1987 [Dec.]. No. 305. 18p. - $3

Platts, E. 1985. Appendix. An Annotated List of the North Atlantic

Opisthobranchia (excluding Thecosomata and Gymnosomata). p.150-

170; Ifig. - $5
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PS-PRI News. 1988. 6(1):[10p.] sm4to. - $3

Publicagoes Ocasionais da Sociedade Portuguesa de Malacologia. 1987
[Oct.]. Number 9. 48p; ill (some cir). - $7

Reed, J.K. & Mikkelsen, P.M. 1987. The Molluscan Community Associated
with the Scleractinian Coral Oculina varicosa. Bull. Mar. Sci. 40(1):99-131

;

8figs. - $5

Rossiniana. 1988[i]. No. 38, p. 1-26; cIr & bw ill. [Cypraea; Pectinidae; shells

from trawler N.O. Vauvan; Conus; Ovula; Oliva\ Tonna] - $4

SCAMIT Newsletter. 1988 [Jan.]. 6(10):2p. + 2 p. meeting notices. - $3

Shell Museum & Research Foundation Newsletter. 1987 [Fall]. Issue No. 1.

4p. - $3

The Shell-0-Gram. 1988[V-VI]. Vol. 29:3, 8p; ill; sm4to. - $3

Short, J.W. & D.G. Potter 1987. Shells of Queensland and the Great Barrier

Reef. Marine Gastropods. Bathurst, Australia, 144p., 88 cIr pis, cr4to cloth,

dj. [Over 600 species illustrated including shelled opisthobranchs. Family

characteristics summarized; good color]. - $24.95

The Slit Shell. 1988[II]. 2p. sm4to. - $3

Soosiana. 1987. 15:66p; ill. [Aquatic & Terrestrial mollusks; ClausUlida; Unio].

- $10

Suncoast Shorelines. 1988[IV]. 5(2):9p; ill. - $3

Texas Conchologist. 1987[X]. 24(1):40p; ill. - $6

Tide-ings. 1988[l]. 18(1):3p. - $3

Tide-ings. 1988[V]. 18(5):5p; sm4to. - $3

Truffles International. Truffles Recipe Book. 32p; ill; 2.5x3.5". - $4

Truffles International. Truffles: Growing Profits Underground. 16p; ill. - $3

Undenwater. 1987. 20. 96p; cIr ill. - $10

Underwater. 1988. No. 21. 96p; cIr ill; sm4to. - $10

Undenrt^ater Naturalist. 1987 [Oct.]. Volume 16, Number 4. 32p; ill. - $5

The Veliger. 1988 [Jan. 4]. Volume 30, Number 3. p.21 3-332; ill. - $20

Wagele, H. 1987. The Distribution of Some Antarctic Nudibranchs
(OpisthobranchIa). J. Moll. Stud. 53:17a-188; 4figs. - $3

Wagele, H. 1987. Redescription and Anatomy oiAegires {/\naegires) albus

Thiele, 1912 (Opisthobranchia, Doridacea) and Synonymy with A.

protectus Odhner, 1934. Polar Biol. 7:267-272; 6figs. - $3

Whitfield, R.P. 1907. Article XXVI. - Remarks on and Descriptions of New
Fossil Unionldae from the Laramie Clays of Montana. Bull. Amer. Mus.

N.H. 23:623-628; pis 38-42; 8vo. - $7

Willan, R.C., Bertsch, H. 1987[l-2]. Description of a New Pleurobranch
(Opisthobranchia: Notaspidea) from Antarctic Waters, with a Review of

Notaspideans from Southern Polar Seas. Veliger 29{3):292-302; 17figs.

[Bathyberthella antarctica sp. nov.]. - $3

Wolverton, R., Wolverton, W. 1988. The National Seashores. 289p; line ill;

8vo; ISBN 0-933149-21-2. [Maps, accomodations, etc. for the 10 National

Seashores]. - $9.95
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Classified Ads
Rates; $1 per line, per month, prepaid.

FOR SALE

World Wide Sea Shells for collectors.

Free Price List. Sea Gems, 2002 Margaret Drive,

Wichita Falls, TX 76306

Shells on Stamps - A t)eautiful addition to your
shell collection! Send your want list! Jack &
Myrna Golden - Golden Philatelies, P.O. Box
484, Cedarhurst, NY 11516

Worldwide Seashells - Bargains for begin-

ners. Send stamp for list. Southeastern Mineral

Co.. 826 S. Ingraham Ave, Lakeland, FL 33801

Hardwood Stands - Brass Labels: The Ul-

timate Specimen Display, For Information, write

or phone: Eagle Engraving, PO Box 3322,
Billings, Montana 59103 (406) 256-6124

BOOK SEARCH SERVICE, We offer

hundreds of new, out-of-print, used and rare

txx}ks for sale each month. Send $2 for

current list of over 2,000 Items from our latest

computer list. Weoffera FREE search service
- send us your want list.

POSTCARDS, oversize postcards with color

shell photos, pectens, lambis, etc. $.25 each or

5 for $1.00
SHELL PLACEMATS, laminated shell prints

by Sue Stephens, Pete Carmichael and others.

Washable, long wearing. $3.00 each, $5 for 2,

$8 for 4, $12 for 8 Each different and
beautiful. Size approximately 9x12 inches.

CLEAR PLASTIC BOXES, Hinged lids, 2-

1/8" X 1-3/8" X 1/2" - $.35 ea. Sizes
approximate outside dimensions, 2,000
available.

WOOD CABINETS available, both shell

cabinets and wooden type cabinets and cases
suitable for small shells.

NOTE CARDS, Miscellaneous shell &
Invertebrate notecards, original prices to $1 .25

each - $1 each, $2.25 for 3, $7 for 1 0. Special
offer: 25 notecards and envelopes with your
return address printed on the envelope and
your name Imprinted on the card - $30. The
printing alone would normally cost this much.
SHELL PLATES, Wo have a few old color

plates from early conchology works, loose and
unmounted. These were purchased loose by
us. Prices vary ~ call for details.

ANTIQUE PRINTING CUTS (Zinc, Copper, or
Aluminum mounted on wood blocks>.
Hundreds of old advertising and other cuts from
less than 1 square inch to atx>ut 9" x 12".

Small - $3: Medium - $5; Large (over 25 square
inches) - $10.
FOREIGN STAMPS, 100 assorted - $5 post-

paid. On paper as mailed.

POSTERS, miscellaneous marine life posters
$5 each plus shipping.

The Shell Game - Puzzle guranteed to bring

hours of fun and frustration! There is a
solution. New from The Bayside Press - $4.95
SHELL PRINT, by Jim Wilson, numbered

36/300 & signed. Under glass in 12" x 15"

chrome frame $65

Printing Specialties, Award ribbons, posters

to 16" X 24", letterheads, envelopes, tickets,

notecards, signs, napkins, bookplates, bus-

iness cards, notepads, catalogs, name tags and
many other Items with shells or other natural

history illustrations. Foil embossing &
laminating. Personalized collection labels.

Hundreds of shell illustrations to choose from.

Special illustrations made to order. Ask us,

you will like our prices. We do the small jobs
without the big printer's overhead costs.

Challenge Gordon 10 x 15 press; Thorpe
Standard No. 2, press (pre- 1885), 6-1/2 x 10
pre-"Pilot", right hand side lever; Pilot 6-1/2 x
1 press & cabinet stand; Kluge 12x18; Nolan
proof press (13x20"): Model 30 Linotype with

many magazines & spares; Challenge 19'

cutter (1889 model); Triumph 18" cutter with

stand; Easy Kaster, 6 column; Rouse #1 Slug
Cutter; Kelsey Composing Sticks; Small
Furniture Cabinet with furniture; infoscribe
500 Matrix Printer, wide carriage, serial;

Diablo 630 serial, tractor, automatic sheet and
envelope feeds. Much more type and other
letterpress.

Packing & shipping additional on all items.

Call or write: The Bayside Press. PO Box 70,

Bayside. CA 95524 U.S.A. (707)822-7340.

WANTED

Natural History Books, especially concholology

or malacology. The more technical the better,

any language. Highest prices paid! We will

purchase or trade for single items through
entire libraries. Molluscan reprint collections
- $3 per pound; immediate payment upon
receipt - any quantity. Non-moliuscan
reprints - call or write describing items and
prices wanted. Please quote all printing

equipment and type catalogs pre-1940.

Letterpress equipment, type, engraved cuts,

and other printing equipment. Natural history

woodcuts. Kwikprint model 86 hot toil

stamping machine. Brass Benzine Pint Cans.
7x11 "Peari" press with throw-off, variable

speed motor and treadle. Photoetcher.

Steel number punch sei. "GBC" combination
punch/inserter. Medium iead/slug cabinet

with adjustable compartmenJs. Carbide tipped,

60 tooth, 7/8" arbor circular saw blade, 6"

diameter. Shrink Wrap Sy,stem. Brass or

steel type, especially bookbinders ornaments.
60pt Brush; 36pt Washington. Corner
rounding punch. Flatbed cylinder press

(Kelly or similar) 24" x 25" minimum size. 26"

paper cutter. Magnetic galley clamps.
Paper drill, stitcher.

Bco!*-? o.n Printing & the History of Printing,

espeiigiiy early type specimen books and
calaKx, la. Please quote all

The Bayside Press, PO Box 70, Bayside. CA
95524 U.S.A. (707) 822-7340.
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CALENDAR
If we have missed an event that you are aware of please excuse us. and send the information.

We welcome club individual meeting notices. Listings are on a space available basis with the

earliest events given priority.

JULY, 1988
3rd International Symposium on Marine Biogeography & Evolution in the Pacific. June 26-

July 9, University of Hong Kong. 5 symposia including Cenozoic Pacific Marine Invertebrates

& Indo-Pacific Molluscan Biogeography & Evolution. Sponsored by the Western Society of

Naturalists. Contact D.iH. Montgomery for details.

Xll^'^ International Exhibition of Malacology, July 1 -August 31 . Shells from all over the world,

held in Cupra Marlttima (A.P.), along the Adriatic Cocist of Italy. Important exhibition;

includes shell sales. Contact: Mostra Mondiale Malacologia, T. e V. Cossignani, Via

Adriatica Nord 240, 63012 CUPRA MARITTIMA. AP., Italy.

2nd European Meeting on Littorinid Biology, July 4-8, Stromstad, Sweden. Contact: Kerstin

Janson, Bo Johannesson or Marianne Saur, Tjarno Marine Biological Laljoratory, R. 2781 , S-

452 00 Stromstad, Sweden.

Conchologists of America, July 11-15. Hosted by the Southwest Florida Conchological Society

at the Sheraton Harbor Race, Fort Myers. Rorida Gene Herbert & Al Bridell. General

Convention Co-Chairmen. Contact: Phyllis & Bernard Pipher, 1116 N Street, Tekamah, NE
68061.

CIAC Worlcshop/Symposium, Systematics & Biogeography of Cephalopods, July 11-25,

Washington. DC. To be held at Smithsonian Institution and George Washington University.

Contact: Dr. Clyde F.E. Roper, Division of Moilusks, Department of Invertebrate Zoology,

National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20560.

Western Society of Malacologists 21st Annual Meeting. July 17-21, Sonoma State University.

Contact: M.J. James, Dept. of Geology. Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA 94928,

(707) 664-2301 or 664-2334.

INTERRAD 1988 - 1st international Conference on Radiolaria, July 18-20, Marburg, Germany.
Contact: R. Schmidt-Effing, Interrad Conference, Dept. of Geosciences, Philipps-Universitat;

lahnberge, D-3550 Marburg, Federal Ftepublic of Germany.

ECOS V, 5th European Conodont Symposium, July 21 -August 1, Frankfurt, Germany.
Contact: W. Ziegler. Senckenberg Museum, Frankfurt, Federal Republic of Germany.

Kepple Bay Shell Show, July 23-24. Contact: Keppel Bay Shell Club, P.O. Box 5166,

Rockhampton Mail Centre. Queensland. Australia 4072.

Symposium of the International Association for the Study of Fossil Cnidaria, July 25-29.

Brisbane, Australia. Contact: J.S. Jell, Dept. of Geology, University of Queensland, St Lucia,

Queensland, Australia 4067.

AUGUST, 1988
Sixth International Coral Reef Symposium, August 8-12, Townsville, Australia. Contact: D.H.

Montgomery (805) 756-2446.

5th International Symposium on the Ordovician System, August 9-12, St. John's,

Newfoundland, Canada. Contact: C.R. Barnes, V Ordovician System Symposium, Dept. of

Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada
A1B 3X5. (709) 737-8143.

Indianapolis Shell Show, August 13-14. Glendale Mall. Contact: Cart R. Sahlberg, 7826
Camberwood Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46268.

Xlllth international Seaweed Symposium, August 13-19. University of British Columbia,

Vancouver, B.C., Canada. Under the auspices of the International Seaweed Association, an
affiliate of the International Association of Biological Oceanography. Contact: The
Secretariat, Xlllth International Seaweed Symposium, 801 - 750 Jervis Street. Vancouver.

British Columbia, Canada V6E 2A9.

Palaeontological Association, Geological Society of London & International Commission on
the Lithosphere. Paleozoic Biogeography and Paleogeography. August 14-19, 1988. Oxford.

England. Contact: Christopher R. Scotese, 4425 BetT/ Street, Bellaire, TX 77401 (713) 663-

2688 21 W. S. McKen-ow. Dept. Earth Science, Parks Road, Oxford, England 0X1 3PR (0865)

272000.

3rd International Phycological Congress, August 14-20, Monash University, Australia.

Contact: D.H. Montgomery (805) 756-2446.

5th Annual Midyear Meeting of the Society of Economic Paleontologists and Mineralogists,
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August 21 -24, Columbus, Ohio. Contact: SEPM, PO Box 4756, Tulsa. OK 741 59-0756, (91 8)
743-9765.

Willi Hennig Society Meeting, August 23-27, Stockholm, Sweden. Contact: Dr. Kare Bremer,
Swedish Museum of Natural History, PO Box 50007, S-104 05 Stockholm, Sweden.

SEPTEMBER, 1988
Canadian Paleontology & Biostratigraphy Seminar, Septemt>er 23-25, Winnipeg, Manitot>a.

Contact: R.J. Elias, Dept. Geological Sciences, University of Manitot>6L. Canada R3T 2N2.

II International Symposium of The Society of Avian Paleontology and Evolution (SAPE),
Septemt>er 28-30, Los Angeles, Caltfomla. Contact: K.E. Campbell, Natural History

Museum of Los Angeles County, 900 Exposition Blvd.. Los Angeles, CA 90007.

OCTOBER, 1988
American Academy of Underwater Sciences (AAUS) 1988 Symposium. Septemt>er 29 -

October 2, Scripps Institution of Oceanography. "Advamces in Underwater Science."

Contact: Mike Lang, Dept. of Biology. San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 921 82. Tel.

(619) 265-4676 (day) 265-8985 (evening).

NOVEMBER, 1988
Geological Society of America, Annual Meeting, Octot>er 30 - Novemt^er 3, Denver, Colorado.

Centennial Celebration of the founding of GSA Contact: Abstracts Coordinator, 3300
Penrose Piace. PO Box 9140. Boulder, CO 80301.

Latin-American Malacological Congress, Call, Colombia. Contact Dr. Jaime R. Cantera K.,

Comtte Organlzador I Congreso, Latino-americano de Maiiacologia, Universidad del Valle.

Departamento de Bioksgla, A.A. No. 25360, Call, Colombia, Sur America

Hawaiian Malacological Society, Novemt>er 10-13, Combined Shell Show and Auction.

Contact: Hawaiian Malacological Society, Inc., P.O. Box 22130, Honolulu. HI 96822.

Training Course: DatatMses in Systematics, Southampton Unrveristy. U.IC Sponsored by the

Systematics Association. Organized by Dr. S. Hollis. Dept. of Biology, Building 44. The
University, Southampton S09 5NH, U.K.

DECEMBER, 1988
Western Society of Naturalists, Annual Meeting, December 27-30, San Frarrcisco, Califomia.

Joint Meeting with American Society of Zoologists, Americ£in Microscopical Society,

International Association of Astacology, Society of Systematic Zoology. San Francisco

Hilton & Towers. Contact: David H. Montgomery, Dept. Biological Sciences, C«ilifomia

Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407. (805) 756-2446.

MARCH. 1989
The Murchison Symposium, an International Symposium on the Silurian System, March 28 -

April 9. University of Keele, U.K. Contact: M.G. Bassette, Dept. of Geology, Nationeil

Museum of Wales, Cardiff CFI 3NP, U.K., phone 0222-397951.

JUNE, 1989
American Malacological Union/Western Society of Malacolglsts Joint Meeting. June 25-30.

(.OS Angeles, California.

JULY, 1989
28th International Geological Congress. July 9-19. Washington. DC. Contact: Bmce B.

Hanshaw, Secretary General, PO Box 1001. Hemdon. VA 22070.

International Society for Invertebrate Reproduction, Meeting, July 23-28. Nagoya, Japan.

Contact: Secretariat. 5th ICIR. Biological Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of Technology, O-

okaygtfnai, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan.

AUGUST. 1989
10th International Malacological Congress, August 27 - September 2, Tubingen, Federal

Republic of Germany, information: Dr. Claus Meier-BrooK President, Unitas Malacologica,

Tropenmed. InsL d. Univ., Wilhelmstr. 31 , D-7400 Tubingen, Federal Republic of Gennany.

SEPTEMBER, 1989
Canadian Paleontology & Biostratigraphy Seminar. Septemt>er, Halifax, Nova Scotia. Contact:

6.L Williams, Allantk; Geosctence Centre, Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Box 1006.

Dartmouth. NS. Canada B2Y 4A2.
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EDITOR'S NOTES -^^^_.

We have articles by Chris Jllert, Chou Loke Ming, Kikutaro Baba, Robert

Wagoner and others in upcoming issues. We are hoping to get more good
black and white photographs of shells ~ especially minute shells. Write and
tell us what you would like to see included - better yet, send a note or article

you would like to see published!

The Western Society of Malacologists and the Conchologists of America

both meet this month. With a meeting on each coast, many of you will have

a chance to attend at least one group. Please don't miss the opportunity!

I made a serious mistake a while back. Someone sent us some shells and
I thought, how nice; these should be distributed to interested collectors. I

offered (S&SL 19(5):21) to send some of them to anyone willing to send a

small donation. Please don't send us any more shells - or donations in

exchange for shells. The shells we have are gone and we cannot accept

more. We can still use the donations - but simply cannot offer shells.

Thank you all. Steve & Sally Long

Shells and Sea Life ISSN 0747-6078 is published monthly for $36 per year by M. Sally & Steven

J. Long. Second Class Postage Paid at Bayslde, C/V POSTMASTER; Send address changes to;

Shells and Sea Life, 1701 hlyland. Bayslde. CA 95524-9302.

Foreign subscribers and institutions - add $5 surface or $15 air mail postage. Single copies this

Issue - $5. Special discounts are available for senior citizens, students and club members.
fteprints are available at very low cost if ordered at the lime the article Is submitted.

Copyright © 1988, M. Sally & Steven J. Long
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CONCHOLOGISTS
OFAMERICA
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Conchologists of America,
Going Strong at "Sweet 16"

by Walter E. Sage, COA Treasurer

This short article on the Conchologists of America, Inc. (hereafter referred

to as COA) is a story of growth and development, and change. The first two

do not always go together, but they are always accompanied by change.

COA has grown and developed, and our organization has changed (and for

the better, I will add).

COA, the brainchild of Rhode Islander, John Paduano, was formed in 1972

to "unite shell collectors and clubs In the United States and to promote

conservation and shell collecting". The first convention was held later in

1972 in Newport, Rhode Island, with 20 delegates present, a far cry from the

more than 300 expected at the July 11-15, 1988 Ft. Myers 16th annual

convention. For his work in forming the organization, Paduano was voted

an "honorary lifetime membership" in COA at-the 1974 Seattle convention and

he remains our only life member. Membership has continued to grow as

COA offered more to shelters, and in 1988 we tally nearly 850 memberships,

from the United States and a dozen other countries - we truly have become
international!

What has held this organization together is the shared interest in shells,

from the collector's viewpoint. Our members are interested in all aspects of

shells and shell collecting and COA gives its members a forum for broadening

our interests and sharing information, good times, and SHELLS. COA has

now met in 15 different locations including the Bahamas (That must have

been great fun)! We will be adding Ft. Myers, Florida to the list in 1988 and

are planning to make San Diego, California our gathering place in 1989, to be

followed by Melbourne, Florida in 1990. By moving around the country, we
make it possible for our members who live in various areas to take part in

convention gatherings.
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My personal involvement with COA began when I attended the 1984

convention in St. Petersburg, Florida. We were headquartered at the

beautiful and historic Don Cesar Hotel, and the many interesting people so

involved in shells immediately made me welcome to the group - their

enthusiasm was certainly infectious. The excellent slide talks, shelling

opportunities, dealer's bourse, and fellowship combined to make me a

devoted COA member.

It was at the Philadelphia convention in 1985 that I was asked to take over

the office of Treasurer. Knowing my predecessor Clair Stahl and the officers

with whom I would serve, I felt we could continue the tradition of outstanding

and dedicated leadership that has been a hallmark of COA. Clair's attention

to detail and completeness of his records made my transition into the task

much easier than I had thought possible. I may say here that such "devotion

to duty" is a trademark of the vast majority of COA officers and members, and
is one of the factors that makes this organization special for collectors. We
continue to build on the foundation laid by all previous COA officers and
chairpersons, for truly our strength is in the fine people COA is fortunate to

maintain as active members. It is only natural that people "fall by the

wayside* over the years, and this article is a tribute to all who have gone before

and made the duties and pleasures of current officers and chairpersons

worthwhile.

The 1986 convention was held in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, and during this

gathering the Grants Awards program "came of age". Over the past few

years we have contributed in excess of $5000 to projects that will further

broaden our knowledge of shells and the mollusks who made them. Without

the generosity and interest of all COA members, the Grant Awards program

would not be possible.

In 1987 COA moved inland to accept the invitation of the Greater St. Louis

Shell Club to host our annual convention. We are glad to have had the

chance to bring the advantages of COA to more of our members across this

nation and throughout the world - a goal that we will continue with our 1 989
convention in San Diego. In St. Louis we further refined and expanded our

ever-popular dealer's bourse, a feature which began at the 1976 Long Island

Convention. This event is eagerly looked forward to by all, and we have a

number of members who come every year to this largest gathering of dealers

under one roof. COA is very proud to be able to host this bourse, and we
plan to continue to provide this "unparalleled opportunit/ to dealers and
collectors alike.

A more detailed and certainly more complete history of COA is in the

making - this article is merely one person's introductory account of recent

COA events. If you love shells and want to become part of a great group and
learn more and contribute to "increasing our enjoyment in the study and

collecting of shells", I urge you to write to Membership Chairman, Bobbie

Houchin, 2644 Kings Highway, Louisville, KY 40205, and join COA as quickly

as possible. You will still be able to receive all issues of our AMERICAN
CONCHOLOGIST for 1988, and if you hurry, to attend our Ft. Myers

convention. This is an opportunity you don't want to miss - you will surely

enjoy the group. COME JOIN THE FUN!!
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On the Tongan Reefs
021286 Neiafu, Vava'u Island, Kingdom of Tonga.
Bob Purtymun

Dive #2; 18.46.2S X 174.03.3W Scuba to 25 feet. 88 minutes. South west comer of Sisia

Island. Rrst part of the dive is a dead silt covered area l.ast part of the dive in a cleaner area
with some live coral, a few dead coral stabs, and clean coarse coral sand patches.

Back on the boat I moved my shells from my goody bag to a plastic bag

that I had marked for dive #1, stowed my gear, and went down to the

cabin to get my lunch. All of our gang except Wes, the Skipper, and I

had gone over to the sandy beach on the island for a picnic. I ate my
lunch and ducked below decks to pick out the softest bunk for a nap.

About an hour later I awoke to the rattle of the anchor chain. We were

getting underway for the short ride back to Sisia Island. We anchored on

the south west corner of the island about 1 00 yards off a snowy white sand

beach. There was no fringing reef here, as we were in the lee of the

island. Fringing reefs form where the currents bring nutrients to nourish

the coral polyps. The predominate current in this area of the Pacific

Ocean flows in an easterly direction, but in this maze of islands, the Vava'u

Group, the current twists and turns around the islands to flow in almost

any direction.

Occasionally the lee is a fine area to shell, but in other places it is a dead

area. Silt, formed by the waves grinding the beach sand, covers

everything. The coral is smothered as well as any weedy growth. There

are no tracks in the soft silty sand, and very few mollusks. This is exactly

what we found on the bottom under the boat. However, working toward

the north for about 50 yards we came to a little better area. The water

was about 25 feet deep and there were a few clumps of live coral, patches

of dead coral slabs, and pockets of fine silty sand. We turned and

worked toward the island, fanning in the sand pockets and turning the

dead coral slabs. This was to be our least productive dive of the trip.

I collected 21 species of gastropod and 3 species of bivalves. Of

special note is the Xenoturris cingulifera (Lamarck, 1822) that I fanned out

of a sand pocket. It appears to be the eastern edge of this shell's habitat.

I didn't find this shell in The Samoas. Another notable shell was the little

Haliotis stomatiaeformis Reeve, 1846, that I found clinging to the bottom

of a coral slab. This one was my first.

Next month we will try our luck at Kafoa Bay. It's just around the bend

from Neiafu and still on Vava'u Island.
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GASTROPODS
1 Conus arenatus #7504
1 Cypraea helvola #4509
1 C. cameola #7279
1 Hallotis stomatiaeformis #7645
1 Xenoturiis cingulifera #12811
2 Mitra papilio nn
1 M. fraga #4510
1 M. chrysostoma nn
1 Cancilla maris #4511
1 Costelarris deshayesii #12622
2 Vexillum sanguisugum #4514
1 V. exasperatum #4513
1 Imbricaria olivaeformis #4512
1 Terebra affinis #4730
1 Peristernis nussatula #4515
1 P. ustulata #4516
1 IMurex sp.

1 Strombus gibberulus nn
1 Pyrene deshayesii #4517
2 Cerithlum zonatus #15033
2 Polinices flemlnglana #4518

BIVALVES

1 Glorlpalllum pallium 13x13mm #12683
1 Chlamys squamosa (1 red valve) #4519
1 C. 7coruscans (1 valve, see Kay p524) #4520

1 Strombus erythrinus Dlllwyn, 1817

2 Strombus rugosus Sowerby, 1825

3 StromlMJs fragllls (Roding, 1788)

4 MItra nublla (Gmelln, 1791)

5 Neocanclllio papilio (LinK 1807)

6 Chlcoreus rosarius (Perry, 1811)

7 Harpa tiarpa

8 Harpa amouretta

9 Terebellum terebellum (Linnaeus, 1758)

10 Strombus mutabllis Swalnson, 1821

11 Conus emadatus Reeve, 1849

12 Turris spectabllls (Reeve, 1843)

13 Latirus turritus (Gmelln, 1791)

14 Fuslnus colus

15 Vexillum sanguisugum (Linnaeus, 1758)

16 MItra coronata LamcircK, 1811

17 MItra fraga Quoy & Gaimard, 1833

18 Turris crispa (Lamarck, 1816)

19 Chlamys squamosa (Gmelin, 1791)

20 Gloriapallium pallium (Linnaeus, 1758)

21 Lioconcha omata (Dlllwyn, 1817)

22 Fimbria fimbriata (Linnaeus, 1758)

23 Uoconcha castrensis (Linnaeus, 1758)

24 Bivalve sp.

25 Vastlcardlum pullcarium (Reeve, 1845)

26 Trachycardium orblta (Sowerby, 1833)
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Comment on Doris lacera, from Timor,

Indonesia.
Kikutar6 Baba

Doris lacera Cuvler. 1804: 453-465, 473, pi. 73, f. 1-3, 3b, 3c. - Timor.

According to Cuvier, 1804, the animal measured 75-100 mm (3-4 pouces) in

length. The back is stated to be irregularly set with large vesicles which,

however seem mostly attributable to preservation. Otherwise, the external

morphology of the body (fleshy oral tentacles and circular arrangement of the

separated gills) is as in Hexabranchus. Color in life and radular morphology
not known (cf. Eliot, 1904: 270). A concentrated nervous system. A blood

gland. Anatomy of genital system as in Hexabranchus (cf. Kay & Young,

1969: f. 61, 62): vas deferens with a small prostate gland, and the vagina

accompanied with spermatheca and spermatocyst.

(N.B.) 'lacera' seems the first specific name to be introduced in the genus
Hexabranchus Ehrenberg, 1831 (type: H. praetextus Ehrenberg, 1831. - Red
Sea). As the color of the animal of 'lacera' in the living state was not noted,

this species could not be reidentified correctly by subsequent workers. It

was suggested by Bergh, 1 900: 206 (and 1 905: 89) that many of the species of

Hexabranchus listed before him might be varieties or local forms of a single

widespread species, H. lacer (Cuvier, 1804). Unfortunately lacer was
insufficiently described as cited above, and this name had since been left

generally unused.

Recently Thompson, 1972: 3 considered that Hexabranchus was
composed of a single (major) species (cf. Eliot, 1910: 419) to which he applied

the name H. sanguineus (Ruppell & Leuckart, 1828; Doris) = H. praetextus

(Ehrenberg, 1831). H. sanguineus was originally known from the Red Sea,

and the animal was entirely red on the dorsum.

To summarize: Most of the animals of Hexabranchus from the Indo-

Pacific may be tentatively referred to H. sanguineus in its expanded sense

(S.I.). However there seem to occur a number of different color forms

sometimes independent of local distribution or mere individual variation.

Further studies on the taxonomy of Hexabranchus are needed.
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Bergh, R. 1900. Die Opisthobranchier. Ergebnisse einer Relse nach dem Pacific (Schauinsland

1896-1897). Zool. Jahrb., Sysl. 13(3):207-246, pis. 19-21.
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Cuvier, G. 1804. M6moire sur le genre Doris. Ann. Mus. Nat. Hist. Nat. Paris 4:447-473, pis. 73-

74. (Xerox copy from Dr. R.C. Willan)

Eliot, C. 1904. On some nudibranchs from East Africa and Zanzibar. 6. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.

1904(2):268-298, pis. 16-17.
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Doiis lacera Cuvier, 1804, the type, length 75-1 00mm, pi. 73, f. 1, 3.

CLAM by Scooter Beers

mCH BETTER/
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Murex cailleti is an abundant and obviously very successful species at

depths of 300ft. and deeper. They are easily trapped, since they are

aggressive and active scavengers, and will prey upon Olives and other

species caught in the traps with them. Often a trap is brought up with a

cluster of 5 or 6 of these Murexes surrounding a hapless Olive, devouring

the fleshy animal. It is not unusual to find freshly cleaned Olive shells in

the traps, the result of such a feast. Bottom row shows (left to right) 2

normal full adult shells, an unusual "two-tailed" shell, and a near-albino

shell. Specimens shown near actual size; taken from deep water off

Barbados, West Indies. Text and photos by David Hunt.
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Fastigiella carinata Reeve, 1848
Hortensia Sarasua

Fastigiella carinata Reeve, 1848 (F. poulseni Morch, 1877) is a very scarce
Antillean species reported exclusively from Bahamas and Cuba. Fastigiella

is a monotypical genus of Cerithiidae. Only about 20 specimens of F.

carinata have been registered since the original description in 1848. The
greater size, among the known specimens, is a little more than 50mm in

length.

This photograph shows the gracious cerithic aperture, the well defined
pseudoumbilicus bordered by the peculiar beautiful siphonal fascicle free

side keeled, which looks to be exclusive of the Antillean genus Fastigiella.

This perfect and fully developed anterior end belongs to a fragment whose
body whorl is 23mm long and 19.8mm wide, with the half of the penultimate

whorl remaining. A complete specimen must be, really, a jewel.
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on the Driftline

Driftline incorporates notes from letters and conversations. Material here is

not deemed "published" for scientific purposes, rather "personal
communications." Please contact the originator for futher information. If

you don't want your comments to appear here, please mark "not for

publication."

from ROHNERT PARK, CALIFORNIA
The 21st Annual Meeting of the Western Society of Malacologists will be

held In Darwin Hall on the campus of Sonoma State University on July 17-21,

1 988. The University is located about an hour north of San Francisco in the
town of Rohnert Park. Contributed papers are welcome on all aspects of

molluscan neontology and paleontology, including research on terrestrial,

freshwater, arKi marine mollusks.

Two symposia have been organized and are scheduled for Monday and
Tuesday of the meeting. The first is the Symposium on Biogeography and
Evolution of the Molluscan Fauna of the Galapagos Islands, which I have
organized. This symposium will feature about 20 speakers on all aspects of

Galapagos mollusks, Including bivalves, prosobranchs, and pulmonates.
The second is the Symposium on Molluscan Herbivore/Plant Interactions,

organized by Cynthia Trowbridge of Oregon State University. This

symposium will feature about 10 speakers on several aspects of the

ecological interactions of mollusks and plants.

A mid-meeting field trip is planned to observe and collect living and fossil

mollusks and to compare the depositional environments in which Holocene
and Pliocene mollusks are found in Sonoma County. The field trip,

organized by Mike Savarese of U.C. Davis, will make stops at the exposed
rocky outer coast at Bodega Head, the protected sand-mud flats of Bodega
Harbor, and the Pliocene Wilson Grove Formation. The field trip includes a
tour of the Bodega Marine Laboratory and the lobster mariculture facility. On
the return drive there is an optional free tour of the Korbel Champagne Cellars

near the Russian River.

Additional events held during the meeting which will be of interest to both
professionals and amateurs, will be:

** Annual auction of molluscan specimens and books on malacology,
proceeds support the WSM Student Research Grant

** Exhibits of specimens and poster sessions
** Evening social events culminating in the annual WSM banquet
On behalf of the officers of WSM, I invite you to visit Sonoma County for the

Annual Meeting of our society and to participate in the scheduled activities. -

Matthew J. James, President WSM
from MANILA, PHILIPPINES
We have received a letter from Cartel stating that Carfel Philippine Shell

News has ceased publication. We wish them well in their other projects.

from ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
My personal interest is in serious collection of "live" specimens and world

wide trade, with emphasis on Australian (Great Barrier Reef) and Okinawan
varieties. - Mrs. Erika Noyes
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from AUSTRALIA
Robert Burn has been vusy with an invertebrate book for some time now.

He pointed out our error on Jeff Goddard's Cape Arago opisthobranch list

(S&SL July 1987: 5). We copied the nobilis to make Ancula nobilis which
should have been "Ancula lentiginosa". Our apologies to Jeff. - Editor.

from CARMEL, CALIFORNIA
Lynn Austin (Sea Fantasies) is due to stop at Bayside in the next few days.

She will be heading toward Seattle.

from INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Indianapolis Shell Club Officers 1986-1988. President: Carl R. Sahlberg,

Vice-President: Michael Worcel, Secretary: Cynthia Nichoalds, Treasurer:

Fred Lewis, Consignments: Justyn Blackwell, Newsletter: Marion Magee.
Meetings are held 2:00 P.M. every third Sunday at the Indiana State Museum,
202 N. Alabama, Indianapolis, IN. Single Membership is $7.50. Family

membership Is $10.00. Contact Carl Sahlberg.

Jack Gilbody & family recently collected at Bimini, Bahamas.

from BURNABY, B.C., CANADA
Peter Fankboner should be coming to W.S.M. this year from Burnaby, B.C.,

Canada. We hope to see him in Bayside,

from EUREKA, CALIFORNIA
The second shell show of the Nature Discovery Volunteers was held in

Eureka, June 18-19, 1988. The group displayed local and worldwide shells

and sold shells and related specimens along with books and prints. The
funds generated by the sales are used to continue the group's work which
includes providing shell specimens and talks to the local school systems.

from THOUSAND OAKS, CALIFORNIA
All business for the 1988 joint meetings (WSN, ASZ, AMS, lAA, SSZ) is

through the American Society of Zoologists, 104 Cirus Circle, Thousand
Oakes, CA 91360. Abstract deadline is 8 August, 1988.

from VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA
Life goes on much the same - fall, winter and spring, I teach and in the

summer I travel and research. Last summer, Sven and I travelled from

Ketchikan, Alaska to Baja California. A paper on "What I did last summer in

Alaska" is out for review. This summer, I intend to sit at home with the kids

(Scott is 3-1/2, Janna is 17-1/2), clean up the lab and write papers. I have
several papers in various stages of completion and I want to finish as many as

I can. As far as travel is concerned, I plan on going to the Calgary Stampede
and we may go to the WSM meetings in Rohnert Park. Best wishes, Sandra
Millen.

from BAYSIDE, CALIFORNIA
Dr. William Backhuys stopped here on his way to Vancouver. He will be

attending another conference there starting the first week in July.

My daughter, Kristin's wedding is the Sunday when the WSM meetings

begin. Sally and I will try to make a part of the meetings but things are a bit

up in the air right now with all of the arrangements.
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Classified Ads
Rates: $1 per line, per month, prepaid. Rease
mention Shells and Sea Life when responding
to these ads.

FOR SALE

World Wide Sea Shells for collectors.
Free Price List. Sea Gems. 2002 Margaret Drive
Wichita Fails, TX 76306

Shells on Stamps -A beautiful addition to your
shell collection! Send your want list! Jack &
Myrna Golden - Golden Philatelies, P.O. Box
484, Cedarhurst, NY 11516

Worldwide Seashells - Bargains for begin-
ners. Send stamp for list. Southeastern Mineral
Co., 826 S. Ingraham Ave, Lakeland, FL 33801

Hardwood Stands - Brass Ubels: The Ul-
timate Specimen Display, For information, write
or phone: Eagle Engraving, PO Box 3322,
Billings, Montana 59103 (406) 256-6124

BOOK SEARCH SERVICE, We offer
hundreds of new, out-of-print, used and rare
books for sale each month. Send $2 for
current list of over 2,000 items from our latest

computer list. We offer a FREE search service
- send us your want list. The Bayslde Press,
PO Box 70, Bayside, CA 95524

General natural history catalogs published
frequently. New, used and rare books on all

areas of natural history. Conchology our
specialty! Catalog 23 recently published.

Printing Specialties, Award ribbons, posters
to 16" X 24", letterheads, envelopes, tickets,
notecards, signs, napkins, bookplates, bus-
iness cards, notepads, catalogs, name tags and
many other items with shells or other natural
history illustrations. Foil embossing &
laminating. Personalized collection labels.
Hundreds of shell illustrations to choose from.
Special illustrations made to order. Ask us,
you will like our prices. We do the small jobs
without the big printer's overhead costs.
The Bayside Press, PO Box 70, Bayside, CA

95524 U.S.A. (707) 822-7340.

WANTED

Natural History Books, especially concholology
or malacology. The more technical the better,
any language. Highest prices paid! We will

purchase or trade for single items through
entire libraries. Molluscan reprint collections
- $3 per pound; immediate payment upon
receipt - any quantity. Non-molluscan
reprints - call or write describing items and
prices wanted. Please quote all printing
equipment and type catalogs pre-1940. We
desperately need information on "collotype"
printing equipment, formulas & techniques.
The Bayside Press, PO Box 70, Bayside, CA

95524 U.S.A (707) 822-7340.
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BUY -SELL- TRADE

LESLIE ALLEN CRNKOVIC

(713)946-4764 • 1018 Creager Street • Houston, Texas 77034

hiolopcal, scientific

ad and logo design

SCOOTER BEERS
2194 Spring SI.

Earcka, CA 9SS01

The Bayside Press
New, Used, and Rare

Natural History & Printing Arts

Books
'Mostly Mollusks'

Free Catalogs on Request

P.O. Box 70
Bayside, CA 95524

(707) 822-7340
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CALENDAR
If we have missed an event that you are aware of please excuse us, and send the information.

Listings are on a space available t>cisis with the earliest events given priority.

AUGUST, 1988
Sixth International Coral Reef Symposium, August 8-12, Townsville, Australia. Contact:
D.H. Montgomery.

Sth International Symposium on the Ordovician System, August 9-12, St. John's,

Newfoundland, Ceinada Contact: C.R. Barnes.

Jersey Cape Shell Club Shell Show, August 11-13, Cape May, New Jersey. Non-
competitive exhibition. Contact: J.B. Sessoms.

Midwest Regional Shell Show. August 13-14, Glendale Mall, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Contact: Ceul R. Sahlt>erg.

Xlllth International Seaweed Symposium, August 13-19, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada Under the auspices of the International Seaweed Association, an
affiliate of the International Association of Biological Oceanography. Contact: The
Secretariat, Xlllth International Seaweed Symposium.

Palaeontological Association, Geological Society of London & International

Commission on the Lithbsphere. Paleozoic Biogeography and Paleogeography. August
14-19, 1988. Oxford, England. Contact: Christopher R. Scotese or W. S. McKerrow.

3rd International Phycological Congress, August 14-20, Monash University, Australia.

Contact: D.H. Montgomery.

Sth Annual Midyear Meeting of the Society of Economic Paleontologists and
Mineralogists, August 21-24, Columbus, Ohio. Contact: SEPM.

Willi Hennig Society Meeting, August 23-27, Stockholm, Sweden. Contact: Dr. Kare

Bremer.

SEPTEMBER, 1988
Canadian Paleontology & Biostratigraphy Seminar, Septemt>er 23-25, Winnipeg,
Manitoba Contact: R.J. Ellas.

Oregon Shell Show, September 24-October 9, Portland, OR. Contact: Dr. Byron W. Travis.

II International Symposium of The Society of Avian Paleontology and Evolution (SAPE),
Septemt>er 28-30, Los Angeles, CA Contact: K.E. Campbell.

American Academy of Underwater Sciences (AAUS) 1988 Symposium, September 29 -

October 2, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, CA "Advances in Underwater
Science." Contact: Mike Lang.

OCTOBER, 1988
Pacific Northwest Shell Show, October 8-16. Burke Museum, University of Washington,
Seattle, WA. Non-competitive. Contact Elsie Marshall.

North Carolina Shell Show, October 21-23, Wilmington, NC. Contact: Dean Weber.

Philadelphia Shell Club Show, October 22-23, Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia. Non-competitive show. Contact: Al Schilling.

Geological Society of America, Annual Meeting, October 30 - November 3, Denver, CO.
Centennial Celebration of the founding of GSA Contact: Abstracts Coordinator.

British Shell Club Shell Show, October 31, London. England. Contact: Geoff Cox.

NOVEMBER, 1988
Latin-American Malacological Congress, Call, Colombia. Contact: Dr. Jaime R. Cantera

K.

Hawaiian Malacological Society, November 10-13, Honolulu, HI. Combined Shell Show
and Auction. Contact: Hawaiian Malacological Society, Inc.

Training Course: Databases in Systematics, Southampton Univeristy, U.K. Sponsored
by the Systematics Association. Organized by Dr. S. Hollis.

DECEMBER, 1988
Western Society of Naturalists, Annual Meeting, December 27-30, San Francisco,

California Joint Meeting with American Society of Zoologists, American Microscopical

Society. International Association of Astacology, Society of Systematic Zoology. San
Francisco Hilton & Towers. Contact: David H. Montgomery

MARCH, 1989
The Murchison Symposium, an International Symposium on the Silurian System, March 28
- April 9. University of Keele, U.K. Contact: M.G. Bassette.
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